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I. INTRODUCTION 
Ireland has been the subject of many works . Those 
books and papers which have become better known to most of 
us have dealt with the natural beauties of the Emerald 
Isle - the rich green of her grass~ the charm of her lakes . 
the wildness of her cliffs leaping suddenly from the surrol.Uld-
ing waters . any recent authors have written travelogues of 
their trips in Ireland . The sufferings of the people Lmpov. 
erished by great famin • the long and bitter struggle for 
land between landlord and tenant , between the lowly cottier 
and the lofty lords of Parliament are told in song and story. 
Many books and pamphlets dealing with the government, the 
political intrigue, the economic policies and history of this 
small land have attained a lesser fame but are no less 
interesting in themselves . 
This present work is not offered in competition with 
that of earlier writers . The author has relied on the 
writings of others whom he considers reliable authorities , 
rather than on any personal knowledge o.f the land. Certain 
l~itations have been set upon the paper lest it become con-
troversial or deal with possibilities which are ba sed upon 
too many contingencies . The term "Ireland11 is applied only 
to tha t part of the island which was formerly known as the 
Irish Free State. This eliminates the six counties of 
Northern Ireland: namely, Antrim, Ju-magh, Down, Londonderry, 
-z--
Fermanagh, and Tyrone. The question of the politica l reunion 
of all Ireland is not to be discussed . Hence , no conc~usions 
are reached on this point . There is no intention of proving 
that Ireland sbould be the dominating country of the 7orld , 
nor is there any pretense on the part of the author that she 
could be . This is not an attempt to cure her troubles in 
six easy lessons. The paper deals with the economic history 
and geography of Ireland . The history is reviewed, not as a 
cause for tears, but to study the use or abuse of the re-
sources and the effects of these on the life of the people 
from the seventeenth century to the present. This geography 
is intended to present facts which affect the development or 
lack of d.evelopment of the present or future Ireland. 
The reasons for the attempted analysis might be listed 
in number, ranging from a personal interest of the writer in 
the destiny of the Irish people and the land they call home 
to almost a desire to test his own po ers of prophecy . Why 
has this country so ne r to the most ealthy and populous 
part of Europe, had little share in the ealth and been sub-
ject to an almost constant wave of emigration? Why hns this 
esterly point o:f the great land mass o:f Europe been an out-
cast r uther than a highly re arded sentinel? May she no at 
last hope to take some place in the list or small but busy 
n tions? Will her new settlement with Englund give to her a 
greater prosperity than she has previously enjoyed? Or ill 
her people sink to depths of pove~ty hitherto untouched? 
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II. BCONO IC HI STORY OF IRELAND * 
A. Seven teen th Century .;·--::-
The heritage left for the infant century by the bitter 
and merciless struggles of the sixteenth century as one of 
great want . Little economic progress could a people hope 
to make whose lives , energy , and property were spent 1n end-
less effort to ~ard off the assaults of ruthless armies . 
Thus, the seventeenth century found a people and a country 
ravaged by 1ar , bravely facing the problems of building . 
1. Period of Construction, 1603- 1641 .;HH:· 
a . The People 
There seems to be no authentic record of the number 
of people in Ireland t this tLme . Petty says the population 
was greater in 1641 than in 1687 when he estimated it to be 
1 , 300;000. :HHH" There seems to be little question, ho ever, 
that the population was not great enough to meet the needs 
of the countr-y. -::- ->:-·:"'*"~· This condition r~as due chiefly to the 
sacrifices of life demanded by ar and famine, and to emigra-
tion forced on the people by the conditions of starvbtion at 
the end of the ar . In general , the Catholic population was 
~~ Ireland in this history includes all of the island 
until the formation of the Irish Free State . 
~ ..... ~ Based on George O' Brien ' s rr The Economic History of 
Ireland in the Seventeenth Century" .. 
~*{~ Liberty has been taken here to use the same divisions 
for the century as 1 • O' Brien , s i nce the period does not 
suggest any other and , surely , no better to the writer . 
O'Brien 
Ibid . 
Page 12 . 
Page 12. 
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not restricted in the methods of e rning its living. The 
only restrictions ere those placed on positions in hich 
there might be a clash of authority bet "een Pope and King: 
such as , teaching and instructing and the holding o~ 
cert~1n public offices . ~ The charge of laziness hurled t 
the people of this t~e by writers eets a defender or t o 
in Sir John Davies ~ho says th· t any idleness as due to 
insecurity , and in Gookin who claims the Irish laborer as 
skilled and capable of overcoming di~f'iculties • .;H'" The 
tendency of the people to overindulge 1n liquors is ad-
mitted as the greatest f ult of' the time.*~~~ 
b . The Rulers 
JS Queen of Engl nd, Elizabeth ttempted to rule 
Ireland through the chie~tains ith her policy of surrender 
and regrant . This plan as a failure since the chie~s 
already possessed much of the land, and such n procedure 
vould reduce the clansmen to mere tenantry . 
James I attempted the seizure of l and f'or the 
cro through Sir John Davies . Tenants ond claimants ere 
held to be ithout rights and an ttcmpt as made to supplant 
them with English lords . 
under Charles I, ent orth aided and encouraged 
Irish industry and trade . The return for this c t ~e in the 
~orm o~ increased revenue for the king and , thus , greater 
independence fro the control of Parliament for ~. 
... :! ... .. ~ .. .J..:-
O'Brien 
Ibid . 
Ibid • 
P ge 13. 
P ge 14. 
Page 15. 
c. The Land System 
Under the rule of Elizabeth, the ownership of 
land remained in the hands of the Irish. The tenant held 
the land in security, not of long term lease , but as a 
simple matter of custom. Vfuen , ho~ever, the confiscation 
policy of Davies, under . James I, was installed , a new group 
of owners took control of the lands . Old customs of inheri• 
tance of land were denied and , since they were not covered 
by English Connnon Law, the occupiers of land became tenants-
a t - will with no redress against the Crown . -t~ The Irishmen 
still held the land because of their willingness to pay 
higher rents . The evils of the absentee owner had not yet 
befallen the land . 
d . occupation and Industry 
The long struggle of the sixteenth century wars 
did not help to preserve or increase the skill of agricultural 
workers . -i~* Briefly, agriculture was in a backward 
state. -:HHt- Pasturage claimed the greater portion of the land 
for two principo.l reasons; first , the scarcity of the people , 
and second, the insecurity of l and ownership.*·:~*ir 
.:~ O' .t3rien 
-
Page 22 
~·-!} Ibid. Page 30 
{=-~·* Ibid . Page 36 
*~~- .. ~"'.~ Ibid . Page 41 
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The chief products of tillage were "oats for horses, and 
oatmeal and barley for agua vitaen . * Dtmg manuring was 
practiced to improve the land . Two of the most backward 
practices were "ploughing by the tail" -~-::- and the harvesting 
of corn by burning it in stra .~~ 
The land was naturally conducive to pasturage with 
its rich green grasses and scanty population . Yet this 
branch of agriculttU·e , too , had its backward policies of 
"creaghting or driving herds from place to place"*-'HH~ and of 
"pulling wool off live sheep" . ic--.. ~-r.·iH!· 
The forests and oodlands had been wasted by the 
Elizabethan wars in Ireland . Wood had been the principal 
material used in the construction of houses and in use for 
fuel. Turf had not yet come into common usage . Timber had 
been used in the fairly large iron industry in Ireland and 
was exported to Scotland, France , and Spain . ~·-::-*.;~-~~:· The ex-
port in 1641 as over 22 , 000 tons.~~~"*_,~.,~...r,.-;:- Together ith the 
insecurity in land ownership came an effort on the oart of 
the people to strip the land of timber by each occupant . ~:- -·--;;--::-"'HHB:· 
.. 
•A• O' Brien Page 41. 
*~J. Ibid . Page 38 . 
~:-.l~~- Ibid . Page 39 . 
{:·~:-:.~-i": .. Ibid . Page 29 . 
~-4'!-i:·"!~ .. !: .. Ibid . Page 39 . 
"'::"1'~;-..,; ..... ;~ . ...... :i- Ibid . Page 43 . 
~:·-:.~;~~~--t ... ~"'* Ibid . Page 43 . 
~ =· .. ::··~:·~:-·~·~~ ~~...:· Ibid. Page 44 . 
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An Act to prohibit such destruction and to preserve the 
forest was proposed in Parliament in 1611 but never became 
effective . Nothing ~as done to replant this nuturnl 
vegetation of Ireland . 
Mining w s not extensively carried on in comparison 
~ith other countries , perhaps, but there ere still some min-
erals in the land. There was some mining of coal . * The iron 
orks of Leitrim and a few other counties were sufficient to 
attract attention . ~:- {!- Some silver and lead were mined . ~- -r.--::­
Gold existed ,. but was not v,orked , in · icklow. In spite of 
encouragement offered to the copper industrs, the industry 
was of little importance at this time . -:H:-.;: .... 
The trade war and prohibitions of Elizabeth were 
cancelled during these years . -r.- ~··::·-l:··* Indeed , the tr de bet een 
Ireland and Spain grev to such an extent that it aroused the 
displ easure of statesmen during the reign of James I . -~·{:-~ ·· -~· -:H~ 
It would have been poor policy to restr·in it, however , 
since the revenue produced by it vas the measure of independ-
ence of the King from Parliament . Trade monopolies were 
granted in spite of the hardships they inflicted. -::--r- ~:- ::- ~·-'~··!:· 
~- 0 ' Brien Page 48. 
i:-~· Ibid . Page 49 . 
-:: .. .. !:.-!:- Ibid . Page 53 . 
·!:··:}.Z:•* Ibid . Page 56 . 
-,} ·::-·!'··!: .. ~· Ibid . Page 58 . 
~f.*~;.*~· ~ :- Ibid . Page 59 . 
~~ ..;: .. ~~ ·: =-- ~~~ ~ --~::- Ibid. Page 60 . 
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Corruption and swindling in regurd to customs duties did 
not help to increase trade. -·~ During the 'I r with Spain, 
this murket ror Irish goods as shut by England•** The 
policy of lentworth was to ever increase the trade ot 
Ireland for the revenue it produced and, through his errorts , 
the customs increased £rom b22, 553 in 1632 to ~1,874 in 
1640 . -:H:-::- Part of this might be traced to better collections 
but, undeni ably, it represents a fair improvement . 
The chier articles of trade ere wool , cattle , 
frieze, provisions , corn, and .fish. ' *·::· .. ~ There as little in-
ternal tr&de , since the people furnished most of their own 
needs, and the means of communic tion ere very poor . 
The oolen industry had early received encourage-
ment . The Statute or 1338 invited cloth workers to Ire-
land. ~-{~-::- -::·* Acts in 1522 and 1569 limiting export ere un 
attempt to est blish a home industry . *-::-il- .;-'~·.· All this con-
structive work came to nsught at the hands of Elizabeth. 
The home consumption incre9sed with the increa se in the num-
ber or woolen gurments worn by the people. ttempts at ·re-
establishing the industry t this time met ith uncertain 
results . The export of wool to countries other than England 
~- O'Brien Page 61 . 
.. ;: ....... Ibid . Pages 61 & 62 . 
*-"!:·-!} Ibid . Page 64 . 
-::· ~:·.'..} {'· Ibid . Page 66 . 
·~ ·~- ·!._~ .. ~~· ·!:- Ibid . Pages 68 & 69 . 
·~-~-!:·-,:--; '---!:· Ibid . Page 69 . 
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was prohibited.* The chief patrons :vere the Earl of' Cork-::--::-
and entworth, who encour· ged the increase in the number of 
exports licenses gr nted . ·.:--:.:--r.-
The linen industry was established in Ireland long 
before the time or entworth.~·-.:-,·H:- Garments of the ·sixteenth 
century were spoken of by Mrs . Stopford Green who is quoted 
in 0' Brien . -;:--:·· ·.}·::-~:- The St· tute of 1539 f'orbade more than seven 
yards of linen to be used in any shirt*·:l--h<...J.~~~--1.· and the Statute 
of 1569 f'orbade "the watering of hemp and f'lax in running 
streamsn . -t- -;:--::·*-r.-~-* The industry had been ruined during the 
reign of Elizabeth and was in poor shape at the beginning of' 
the seventeenth century . An ct was proposed in 1611 to en-
cour ge the growth of flax , but it never became effective. 
~entworth did encourage the industry and improvements ere 
noted before the end of this period . -r--><-*-:1-*-:H:·* His ef'forts 
were an attempt in conciliating the oolen we&vers of England 
and the penurious purse of the King . {:-~-~-.:-J.·!<--:Ht-·:.. 
* 
O'Brien Page 72 . 
·:·--:· Ibid . Page 73. 
-r.·~-~ ... Ibid. Page 74. 
~--;:.-i~·~· Ibid . Page 76. 
*~·-:!··~=·~~ Ibid. Pages 76 & 77. 
-~~:·-::-~:-~;.* Ibid . Page 77. 
.. ::-~-:~··~:. .. :: .. ..:~* Ibid . Page 77. 
-::-~4-f.· .. ~-::-~~-;: .. * Ibid. Page 79. 
~~~~·~·-;:.-;: .... :_:~* Ibid . Page 79. 
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Other industries of the time seem to have been or 
little importance . The vall-stocked aters surrounding the 
Irish land filled the nets of foreign fishermen, r a ther than 
those of native Ireland . The only others of any importance 
were gle.ssmaking, shipbuilding, and the omnipresent brewing 
industry . 
The revenue for the government was to be furnished 
in part by the crown rents after the seizure of land . 
Deficits in time of impoverishment were met by money from 
England. In 1640 the country was able to meet its own ex-
penditures . None o.f the money was spent 1n making improve-
ments or in aiding industry. 
The money in use was of little value . Interest 
rates were forbiddingly high and in 1634 ere set at a max-
~ of ten per cent by Parliament . 
2. Period of Destruction, 1641- 1660 
a. The Causes 
The full fury of the Civil War bet een the King 
and Parliament seems to have been spent on Ireland. The 
support given by Catholic Ireland to the King brought out 
all the hatred and fury which could burst from the heart of 
man . Such .fierceness and brutality in the subjugation of 
Ireland seems without justice or precedent . 
b . The Agents 
~he soldiers of Cromwell, Lord Lieutenant o.f the 
Commonwealth, left Ireland a ravished waste a:f'ter their march 
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3. Period of Reconstruction, 1660-1689 
a.. The People 
A census taken in 1659 sets the number of people in 
the country at 500,091.* An estimate of Petty sets it at 
1,2oo.ooo in 1676 and 1 , 300, 000 in 1687.-:!'"* The real number 
is unknown. The number of adventurous immigrants who came to 
Ireland at this time was not sufficient to take the place of 
those who had died or emigrated. They did, ho ever , bring 
with them more ~proved and more erficient methods of industry. 
The Catholics, ho comprised about four-fifths of the popula-
tion, ere granted freedom . This was a matter of economic 
importance. any of the people ho had survived the Rebellion 
were not productive . Peasants were still poor. The cost ot 
living as low, but the living conditions were poor. The 
apparent idleness of the people can be attributed to a lack 
of incentive to work.*~'"* 
b . Government 
The two kings , Charles II and James II, favored an 
increase in the ealth and prosperity of Ireland. Their pol-
icies were defeated by a hostile Parliament ho feared a 
growth of power in the hands of the king . The Navigation Acts 
of 1660 and 1663 had little effect on Irish trade . The cts 
of 1670 and 1671 made the importation of goods to Ireland from 
* 
O'Brien 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
Page 122 . 
Page 122. 
Pages 125 & 126 . 
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the Plantations pass through England , thus incre sing the 
cost. Full effects o£ this ere felt later . Import duties 
ere placed on manufactured articles entering England . 
Contrary to the wishes of Charles II, the Cattle Acts of 
1663 and 1666 ere passed . These Acts caused immediate dis-
ress by forbidding the ~portation to England of all Irish 
live stock and live stock produce , but gave impetus to the 
gro th of the provision industry and , l ater . to the oolen 
industry , when sheep replaced cattle on the pasture lands . 
These industries ~ere encouraged by the Duke of Ormond and 
the Irish Parliament . 
The patriotic Parliament declared at the time that 
the English Parliament had no right to rule Ireland . Thi 
was later repealed . Subsidies ere to be r ised by a land 
tax paid by the o~cupant and deducted fro the rent . The 
tithe question was temporarily settled and the restraints 
ere removed from the Irish trade . 
c . The Land syste 
In the settlement hich follo ed the Crom ellian 
war, many of the former landowners were deprived of their 
land • The ct of Settlement was not aimed at Catholic owners 
at first . but such intent s later itten into the act . All 
Catholics east of the Shannon lost their lands . In some cases 
former tenants became owners directly under the crown. The 
tenants were protected but the landlords were in danger of 
being deprived of their lands . There was a feeling of 
- 14-
insecurity, of rebellion . There arose a multiplicity of land 
claims. The land hogs became active and,. together with them, 
came a gro th in absenteeism. The resultant insecurity was 
.felt by Protestants and Catholics alike"* 
d. Occupation and Industry 
Agriculture did not receive any encouragement 1n 
the unsettled status of land ownership. The backward methods 
already spoken of continued. Most of the land was turned to 
pasture and, owing to the Cattle aets, sheep had replaced 
cattle on much of the land. Horses were not carefully bred. 
Corn** seems to have been raised in sufficient quantities to 
meet Irish needs . Petty estimated that 1n 1672 about 500 , 000 
acres were used in tillage and 100 , 000 people were employed. 
About 7,000,000 acres were given to pasture and these employed 
only 120 , 000 • ~Hh:· 
ining was not very extensive. In 1660 a new patent 
was granted to operate a silver mine in Tipperary, but, by 
1682, only lead was being ithdrawn from the mine•**~~- In 
1661 English iron works were set up at Enniscorthy but the im-
portation of iron proved less expensive.~~*** Petty says that, 
in 1687, more iron was exported from Ireland than ~as imported 
O'Brien Page 135 . 
·:H~ Corn includes wheat, beans , peas, barley, malt, bere, 
oats, and rupeseed . 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
Page 145 .. 
Pages 148 & 149. 
Page 149. 
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into 1 t. ·::- Only one copper mine was worked at this ·time and 
tho coal mines of !dough were operated only on a small 
scale . ·~· 
Forests had been wasted during the Cromwellian war 
and an attempt was made in 1656 to preserve them by an act 
prohibiting exportation of timber . -a.;:-* This cannot be said to 
have been successful. ~od was needed for rebuilding after 
the destruction . Bark wa.a stripped from trees for use in 
tanning and the trees ere left to die . ~.}** Insecurity still 
led to aete . An act passed in 1698 to compel the planting 
of trees proved a failure . 
Trade under Ormond showed improvement , The Parlia-
ment refused to follow the suggestion of the Committee of 
Trades in 1662 , lest the trade of Ireland grow at the expense 
of England. ·:.4-**'H:· The provision trade ith the Plantations 
was not affected by the Navigation Acts of 1663 . The Cattle 
Acts of 1663 and 1666 cut off the chief source of Irish rental 
money and revenue, the ~nglish market . The Duke of Ormond 
continuously fought against the passage of these acts and 
later worked for their repeal. The foreign trade of Ireland 
was free but ms hindered by the lack of ships . There was 
* 
O'Brien Page 149 
·~-~ .. Ibid . 
-
Page 150 
-!'!-~~ Ibid. 
-
Page 147 
.:.-::-.*~~ .. Ibid. - Page 147 
~.:~-t:-..A~:~~ Ibid . 
-
Page 151 
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at this time a lar e trade bet een Ireland, France, and Spain. 
The patr otic Parliament attempted to remedy this by granting 
rebates and privile es to shipbuilders and operators. There 
s a growth in smu ~ling due to restrictions on trade ith 
l and . The imports or En lish goods to Ireland fell from 
~200,000 in 1663 to ~20,000 in 1675.. The Navigation Acts 
ere later repealed, allo ing the resumption or free .trade 
with the Plantations . 
There ere several easons why industry did not 
develop in Ireland. No home market existed because of the 
lack of purchasin po er . The people consumed the mere nec-
essities which they produced for themselves . The principal 
s shut off and the foreign rkets ere market, England, 
hampered . Ca~ital s scarce and interest rates rere high. 
En lish industri lists demanded that no help be given h ioh 
ould aff ect the r interests. Ho ever, the Duke of Ormond 
did encoura e industry and ur ed forei ners to live in Ire-
land per nently. 
The oolen industry had suffered ~ith every other 
industry during the Rebellion • **~~ The industry was forced to 
be in ne i n 1660. ·~* · An act in 1660 prohibited the export 
of ra ~ool, except to En land , under pena~ty of seizure . 
O' Brien 
Ibid . 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
Page 164 
- Pages 173-176 
- Pa e 176 
- Pa ge 177 
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Exports could be de only under license.* The oolen in-
dustry received an unintention 1 assist from the passage of 
the Cattle Act of 1666. ~~en the export of Irish ool to 
England as prohibited , the ho e manufacture of cloth as 
really begun, and the export of both wool and cloth to other 
countries gre • Under the steady encouragement of Ormond, 
the industry really bogan to make head ay. This roused 
jealousy on the part of the English industry. Export fig-
ures for the years 1685-1687;.:·-"· show the f lsi ty of the claim 
of the 'illiamites that the oolen industry ~as declining 
during the reign of James II. 
Ne Dr pery Pieces Old Drapery Pieces Frieze 
1685 224 32 444,381 
1687 11,360 103 1,129,716 
The long established linen industry, almost holly 
destroyed by the Rebellion , as encouraged by Irish Parlia-
ment • .;;..·-~·- JCt passed in 1664 endeavored to extend the in-
dustry by an enforced growth of flax and by offering prizes 
for eaving.·;: , . .,,..~ The ct as not sufficiently enforced. The 
progress of the industry really began about 1666, due chiefly 
to the personal e.fforts of Ormond.-.·~~:-~"··'" He spared little 
;:- O'Brien Page 177. 
~~~· Ibid . Page 186. 
~:--!!.._..~ Ibid . Page 187. 
-?-:'•·:"~u ... Ibid. Page 188. 
.. !':·-::-·:·-, '·i:· Ibid • Page 189. 
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effort in studying the better methods and using them in the 
industry. oney as voted in 16?2 by the Irish Purli ent 
to promote it;* yet, the industry continued on a small scale. 
Other industries ere of still less importance. 
various attempts were m de to promote fishing but ere un-
successful. An Order in Council in 1663 provided restr1c-
tiona on foreign fishermen but it s not enforced.·:-,,;. The 
French resisted expulsion ith armed force.~** Some alight 
improvement s noted near the end of the century . Glass as 
not important. Brewing still continued to flourish in custom-
ary fashion. Shipbuilding ~as found only in Belfast . I n 1668 
sugar refining as introduced.ic-v :-,: R· w hides were still ex-
ported and tanning consequently suffered. Some pe ter as 
made . Oil wus manufactured from rapeseed . Some ax, salt 
und other manufactures lao existed on a small sc le. ;.*·~H:---·-
The revenue derived from the uncient patrimony of 
the Crown and customs, and from the licenses s increased 
to meet expenditures by grants or borrowing. L tor, the in-
come 7 s able to meet expenses. o account of' expenditure 
:.} J. • E. urray 1 s "Connnercial Relations" Page 115 . 
~'"* O' Brien Page 194 
~Y}* Ibid. Page 194 
~~-!:·~~-,:- Ibid . 0 ge 1 6 
;:.~~ --!:- .. ::- ·,~ Ibid. Page 197 
us ever mtde. This ·lone is certain; t hat money was not 
spent for improvement of the country . Chiseling and patronage 
ere the order of the d y . .ost of the funds collected 1n 
the country which as ov rt ed in proportion to 1ts oulth, 
ere shipped abro·d. 
Banking activities ere in the hands of brokers. 
Currency and coin ge ore practically nil . 
4 . Period of Redeatruction, 168 - 1700 
a . The ents 
The Williamites. successful in their revolution , 
no turned their attention to destroying any industry in 
Irelund 1hich offered · vestige of competition to English 
industry. glish merchants urged the willing hand of 
Parliament to net. The Irish, themselves, aided in the 
destruction of cattle and prop rty during the war . 
b. The Causes 
The Irish in the revolution supported the right of 
J es II to the throne . They offered him the shelter and 
protection which w· s in their po er to give . An absolute 
hutred of Ireland, which stood for Catholicism, had gro n up 
in Engl nd . In an effort to destroy this, all Ireland us 
forced to submit to the jealous fury of British merchants. 
c . Tho Effects 
The number of people as decreased by every 
possible me~ns during and fter the ur ; u loss of life in 
war; further depopul tion by plague nd famine; an exodus of 
emi grants nd sl vcs. 
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Property was destroyed . The nearest monetary value 
that can be placed on the loss after the war is that set on 
the property of the Quakers who made up two oer cent of the 
Protestant population, and owned probably not more than t o 
per cent of the Protestant property. This amounted to 
e!OO , OOO , and the Quakers ere the ones best treated during 
the ar . ~ Tillage as not to be seen . Horses and c ttle 
ere stolen or _destroyed as the booty o~ war . 
Penal la s ere enforced to the utmost against the 
Catholics , beginning during the reign of illiam III and con-
tinuing through the reigns of Anne , George I and George II . -~~* 
They ere excluded from the Irish Parliament , suffered the 
loss of their property, and ere deprived of the right to 
ork and the opportuni t y of being educated . The first of 
these la s was passed bet een 1690- 1700. *** 
Tenants again felt insecurity of tenure under the 
Act of 1695 . 
The fury of the attack on Irish trade and industry 
fell chiefly on the heads of the Protestants who had gained 
control of them. Taxes ,ere increased . 
It was decided by a Commission about 1691 that 
something must be done about the growing woolen industry in 
Ireland . Something should be given the Irish in return for 
giving up this industry . illiam promised to encourage the 
* George O' Brien's "The Economic History of Ireland 1n 
the Eighteenth Century" - Page 7 . 
yatt- Davies' "History of England 11 Page 332 . 
O'Brien Eighteenth Century Page 4. 
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linen industry bich ould at that time interfere in no ay 
ith English manufacturers . \ 'ith this promise to salve 
their conscience , the English Parliament , by the JCts of 1698 
and 1699 , ~ thoroughly suppressed an industry to whicfi the 
entire country of Ireland was adapted . Ireland as left ith 
an offer of future aid in an industry which was not so ell 
suited to the whole island and which was already established 
there. Ireland, now completely subjugated , became a colony 
of England instead of an independent kingdom when the Acts of 
the Irish P rliament ere declared null and void in 1690.·:<-~· 
B. The Eighteenth Century~·{!--::· 
1 . The People 
The number of people in Ireland during this period is 
subject to much dispute as no authentic records have been 
kept . The only conclusion th t can be reached is that the 
figure lies some here between 1 , 000 , 000 and 2 , 000 , 000 people 
at the beginning of the century . -:4-~'-·~-i:· It is certain, ho ever, 
that it increased rapidly during this time . Several estimates 
of census are given in George O' Brien ' s book on the eighteenth 
century. He considers the one orked out by G. P. Bushe for 
1788 to be the most accurate . This sets the population at 
urrny Pages 57- 59. 
O' Brien Eighteenth Century Page 5 . 
*** Based almost exclusivel y on . "The Economic History of 
Ireland in the Eighteenth Century" by George O' Brien . 
Ibid. Page 10. 
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4 , 040 , 000 people.·. The natives had become satisfied ith 
little and made no demands for economic security berore their 
marriage . Some check as kept on the increase in population 
by emigration and famine . Those who emigrated attained 
success else here in all types of ork . ::--:- There as a small 
i~gration to Ireland from other co~tries . any of those 
who remained at home were non-productive and sucked the 
blood from already anemic veins . 
The enal laws ere not the enactment of any one ruler 
but rather a progressive code developed under illiam III , 
Anne , George I and George II . They were aimed at the property 
and trade of the Catholics . It as impossible that so large 
a proportion of the people could be legislated against ithout 
imposing terrific hardships on the whole country . Protestants, 
therefore , suffered from the bitterness and fury of England . 
The great majority of people ere deprived of the right of 
ownership of land under the acts . They ere excluded from 
public services, from trade unions , and were refused the 
benefits of education. Because of this, the popular belief 
that they were stupid and ignorant as formed . The secrecy 
with which they had to pr ctice their religion tended to make 
them over-cautious and distrusting . Under such conditions of 
insecurity and suffering, they became indifferent and lost 
ambition. The imbibing of potent spirits was en ouraged by 
O'Brien 
Ibid. 
P ge 10. 
Pages 15- 19 . 
the idleness enforced on them and the low price of these 
revenue producing beverages. Those people of other 
nationalities living in the country at the time were s~-
1ar1y guilty . 
2. The Land 
a. Ownership and Occupancy 
The eighteenth century found the land largely 1n 
the hands of foreign owners, due, chiefly, to the confiscations 
or the previous century. The tenants held the land only at 
1ill and h d no particular friendship or love for their land-
lords. This system of absenteeism gave rise to the practice 
or subletting through ~ddlemen who derived an income thro 
th ir abstinence from productive 1 bora. The pric s for 
rental thus pyramided, left nothing to the poor tenant for 
supplies or improvements. Not only these rents, but the 
services of the te~ants were demanded, under the firume of 
duties,* by the agents, ithout pay, and, meanwhile, their · 
own tasks must wait. The willingness of the Catholics to 
exist on th most scanty fare made the lot of the Protestants 
much orse under the practice of competitive bidding for 
land. Such practices became the cause of numerous outbreaks; 
e.g., the Whiteboy, the Oakboy, etc. Some measure of correc-
tion of the evil of middlemen was brought about toward the 
end of the century by the Corn Laws of 1784•** The jealousy 
of the landlords removed some of these parasites but did not 
O'Brien 
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Page 80. 
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reduce the rents of the tenants . 
b . use of the L d 
Conditions at this t~e seem d gre tly in favor of 
pasturage. Th land w1d climate being ell adapted , the 
lack of technique and capital necessary for the improvem nt 
of' tillage,.~ the t x on Irish whe t by the hnglish, the 
enal aws, and tne !'allure ~o the recommendations for 
the encouragement of tillage, all tended to push the use of 
land for gr zing . During the early y ars of' the century, 
encouragement s given to pastur ge. In l7j5, the Iri~h 
House of Commons held th t pastur land fr e from 
tithe . :-->:· The English Corn La s hich paid o. bount on the 
export of glish corn d prived t o Irish farmer of eve 1 his 
home mark t. Ir 17 8 , the British market \as thro\nl open to 
Irish provisions . ··~.;:- The xtent of the provision tr de can 
be 1m gined from the ~itings of J . E. urray who says that, 
in 1748, Cork exported provi ions to all parts of the orld, 
in p rticular to Holland , Fr nee, Flanders, Sp in , d or-
tugal • . ··'·* The succ as of this provision tr de tended to 
drive the peasant from the land to sturv tion. So strong 
a its influence that land as le sed with limitations set 
upon ploughi:rte;. ~"*·::·,.c··· 
•. o• rien Page 102 
• .J~ Ibid • Pnge 110 
~:· ... !:- bid . p ge lOd 
.,: .. -:~.;(- ray Page 1.:>~ 
:•{!--·!:··:.;#:- Ibid. Pt:...ge 143 
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Some attempts ere made to increase the amount of 
tillage but many of them proved to be feeble . Bounties ere 
offered by the Irish Parliament 1n 1708 but they proved i n-
sufficient . ~~ The Dublin Society, in 1731, offered pre~ums 
for improvement , set up model farms , d offered instructions 
in ne methods . · i~ An increase in bounty offered in 1756 as 
still not sufficient . ~ ~* Bounties for inland carriage of 
corn to Dublin ~nd coast ise transport to the same city ere 
off ered by the Irish Parliament in 1758 and 1767, respec -
t! vely. ~--.HP~· il'Ound 1770 the population of England as grow-
ing , the country was becoming more industrialized, and the 
French ar was in progress . This tended to reduce the 
British corn export to the advantage of Ireland . In 1778, 
the most severe of the Penal La s were repealed and longer 
leases of land allo ed . ~· -::--:HH~ In 1782 , the Irish Parliament 
was liberated from the English Privy Council~l--::-·::--r.-~'"* and 
passed in 1784 Foster ' s Corn Laws . ·::"*.r.·*.r, •• ;: .. ~ This ct gr nted 
bounties on the export of Irish cor n belo a minLmum price , 
set a maximum price for export , levied duties on imports belo 
* 
urray Page 144 . 
~Co·~~ Ibid . Page 143. 
i:· ·::-~.· Ibid . Pa e 145 . 
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a minimum and gave preference to Great Britain.* The results 
of this legislation brought an increase in tillage without 
cost to pasturage.-:~ A period of prosperity resulted in 
Ireland .from 1785 to 1795. It is interesting to note that 
the number of mills shipping corn to Dublin increased .from 
33 in 1768 to 219 in 1796 . *'·H~ 
Neither the landlords nor the middlemen made any 
effort to ~prove the type of agriculture , and the tenant was 
too impoverished to do so . The short 'lease auld likewise 
have deprived him of any desire to improve it . Some attempts 
were made in the formation ~ by the Dublin Society, of an 
agricultural school in 1764 , the founding of farming societies 
and the gradual lengthening of the time of' lease allowed to 
Catholics . There ~ere some evidences of early co-oper· tion 
in the use of lots and tools . It 1as to be noted that it was 
not based on a profit- sharing basis. 
The payment of tithes to a clergy not their own, 
was .forced upon the people . The system of this unfair levy 
provided opportunity .for the imposition of greater hardships 
through corruption,, 
Although the amount of imports and exports can 
hardly be set up as a criterion of production in a country 
whose population wa. growing from between one and two million 
people at the beginning of the century to approximately 
O'Brien 
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5 , 000 , 000 at the close of the same century, the figures 
compiled by Ne enham and set down by George O'Brien* ~ill 
serve to give some indication of the amount of corn grown . 
The figures cover a period of four years, ending on the 
date given . Since the periods covered are the same for 
both import and export , the variations in measure set by 
law will not be of too much concern here . (They are given 
on Page 122 of O' Brien . ) In 1704 the exports amounted to 
16 , 317 quarters of barley and malt; 6 , 937 quarters of oats ; 
7,106 quarters of wheat ; 37 , ?0? barrels of oatmeal ; and 674 
barrels of wheatmeal . Imports for the same period ere: 
1,009 quarters of malt; 5 , 027 quarters of corn; 18 barrels 
of oatmeal; and 71 barrels of wheatmeal . In 1?40 exports 
were: 233 , 366 quarters of barley and malt; ?,7?8 quarters 
of oats; 1 , 971 quarters of wheat; 3 , 075 barrels of oatmeal; 
and 160 barrels of wheatmeal . Imports for this period were: 
29,?63 quarters of barley and malt; 2,437 quarters of o ts; 
60 , 777 quarters of wheat; 29 , 441 b rrels of outmeal ; and 
45 , 263 burrels of wheatmea1. In 1760 exports ere respec -
tively: 21 , 461; 28 , 896; 3 , 751; 38,951; 307; and imports were: 
138 , 225; 6 , 115; 118 , 242; 8 , 725; 4; and 179 , 694 cwt. of flour . 
By 1788 the figures were 158,489; 618 , 346; 89,888; 256 , 366; 
32; and 255 1 ?36 cwt. of flour respectively for exports; and 
for imports they ere 44 , 546; 782; 39,426; 2 , 899; 321; nd 
110 , 94? . In 1792, barley and malt, oats and wheat exported 
* 
O'Brien Pages 122- 123 . 
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were 156,562; 2 , 156 , 944; and 640 , 353 barrels respectively , 
while oatmeal , whentmeal and flour exported ere 443,614; 
114; and 346 , 651 cwts . respectively. During the same 
period 21 347 barrels of barley and malt , 717 barrels of oats , 
1 , 933 barrels of wheat, and 86 ewts . o:f :flour were imported . 
The nearest approach to :figures on pasturage can 
be found 1n reference to the provision industry to be ~is­
cussed later . 
In summary , then, the use of land for pasturage , 
the high rents hich left no margin for the land worker , the 
1 ck of granaries , and the minute holdings resulting from the 
Corn La s of 1784 spelled years of famine and poverty follo -
ing the failure of one year ' s crops . 
It can only be expected that the complete destruction 
of the natural gro ths of a land will have some evil economic 
effects on th t land . It is app rent in the history of Ire-
land , that no living thing can escape the destructive forces 
of war. The lack of sheltering trees must have had some 
effect on the type of crops grown, * and the industries en-
gaged in . An Act as passed in 1698 to compel the planting 
of trees , and subsequent Acta ~ere added to this , but the 
teeth of these laws in no way matched the teeth of the 
destroyer ' s saw. Torard the close of the century, the Dublin 
Society offered bounties for the planting of trees but the 
O'Brien Page 156 . 
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results or these are doubtful . * The woodlands still faced 
the Atlantic in their shameful state of nudity . 
If mining be considered 1n the light of the present 
day operations, the industry of Ireland in the eighteenth 
century as of little importance. Coal mines were found in 
several counties and received encouragement in bounties , 
but they could not supply the needs of Ireland. From a fe 
copper mines in oper tion in 1793 , 2 , 344 tons were exported . ~* 
Lead had some help from Parliament and 401 tons were exported 
in 1793 . ~w-.;•-,o:. A fe silver mines ere operated on a small 
scale. Iron ore existed in greater quantities than any 
other ~ner 1 but it s held up by tho lack of ool for fuel . 
·~ith the smelting of iron by pit coal in 1788 , some increase 
was noted in the production of pig iron . ~~*** Gold did not 
receive much attention until the discovery of a large nugget 
in 1795 and the Government claimed this · *·::--r."** The lack of 
further development might be charged to the several ars , 
the scarcity of capital, and tho ever present insecurity of 
t nure . * d:·H* 
Jo O'Brien Page 1!:>6. 
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If there was one industry for 1hich Ireland as 
suited, it was fishing.. Ideally .situated, Ireland as hin-
dered by the disposition of the English to protect their 
own fishermen at the expense of the Irish, and the impos-
ition of a heavy duty during the reign of Anne on the export 
of rock salt from Ellgland to Ireland.it- Toward the middle 
of the century, some bounties were offered on exported fish, 
but the interest of the Irish could not be awakened.*~:-
Skill could not have been lacking since the Irish fishermen 
were imported as teachers to Scotland.-!"*~~ In 1785, the in-
dependent Irish Parliament offered bounties and reduced the 
duty on rock salt.*~** The quality of the Irish fish was 
noted abroad but the industry did not grow.~~* This is 
shown in a comparison of imports and exports of herring during 
some of the later years of tho century. In 1785, imports were 
221 512 barrels and exports were 35,514; in 1795, the figures 
were 51,793 and 2,170 respectively; in 1800 1 imports amounted 
to 122,430 and exports to 5, 587. ~.l·"A-"***'" Irish fishermen ar'e 
knom to have been busy in other water , such as Newfound• 
land.~··::--!~ :->"c.~~ Inland fisheries were not developed•***-!:-***~;. 
i:· O'Brien Page 167. *-'~{HI-** Ibid. 
-
Page 171. 
.>.}-t:· Ibid. Page 168 ~t--r.-.)Jo-1:-~z.,~$-** Ibid. 
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3. Trade and Industry 
a. Under restraint 
The crushing of the Irish tr de in the closing· 
years of the previous century has already been spoken of . 
The results remain to be seen throughout most of the 
eighteenth century in conditions of industry. 
The earlier history of the woolen industry has 
already been treated to the time of the dealing of the death 
blo in 1698 . 
The levies imposed against Irish wool imported 
into England not only deprived the Irish industry of the 
British market . but the refusal of Parliament to allow the 
Irish to impose a reciprocal duty permitted the flooding of 
the Irish market ~ith cheap woolens . Deprived of their 
livelihood at home, the orkers migrated to other countries 
i th their skill and aided 1n est bUshing the industry 1n 
many other places in far greater competition with England . ~~ 
Smuggling of wool and woolen goods from Ireland to foreign 
lands thrived in the waters of Ireland ' s most suitable shores . 
In 1740, some lessening of the duties on export of oolens 
and yarns to certain Enulish ports helped to reduce 
smuggling . ~-~- .J ttempts ere made to increase the home mark-
et . *~p,:. 
* 
The story of linen has reached the promise of 
illiam III to encourage the growth of the linen industry in 
O' Brien 
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return for the ruin of the woolen industry . It was , says 
Miss urray , to the interest of England to promote the linen 
trade of Ire land r uther than for the advancement of Ireland . * 
The sole encouragement given the industry between 1698 and 
1705 as the importa tion of Crommelin . *~ In 1705, the export 
of coarse ~hite and brown linens to the Colonies as 
permitted . ~·:h:· A bounty of ld . per yard was granted on Irish 
sail cloth in 1708 . -r.·-"' '"'* In 1743 , another bounty was granted 
on all British and Irish linens exported from ·Great Britain. 
In 1770, still further bounty was given . ;;:- .;!. .::~..:· -r.· Bounties 
granted on linens exported from Gre t Britain discriminated 
in f avor of England since no consideration was taken of 
freight charges to England from Ireland . "-r.-::·*-r.~- The encourage-
ment given the British and Scotch linen industry far surpassed 
tha t given the Irish . -~-::->:-·:'*'::-;.~ The bounty on the export of 
Irish sail cloth from Ireland granted by the Irish Parliament 
in 1746 was nullified by the heavy duty imposed by Britain in 
1751 . *·~ ~ .;*.;:-*.;:. O' Brien says , nAny encour gement given to 
Irish linen manufacture as more than counterbalanced by dis -
couragements , and England committed a gross breach of the 
.. urro.y 
-
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promise to support the Irish indu~try . i:· The Irish Linen 
Board was established in 1710 by the Irish Parliament•** 
The growth of the industry can* perhaps , be imagined by 
the quotation from Miss Murray's book of figures on two 
dates . *·::·J· For the year ending arch 25, 1710 , there was 
exported from Ireland 1, 688,574 yards of linen cloth having 
a value of 105, 53'7 and linen yarn of 7 , 975 ewts . valued at 
~47 1 852 . By 1'771 these figures had increased to 25 , 3'76 , 808 
yards of cloth valued t .i!.l , 691 , 787 and 34 , 166 c ts . of yarn 
at 204 , 996 . Although the industry was , for a time, 
scattered over a l l of Ireland, it finally settled in 
Ulster . i:-~·-::-* 
The lack of growth of the cotton industry might 
be traced to he Navig tion Act which forbade the direct im• 
portation of cotton from the Plantations and to the high 
protective duties of Great Britain and the ct of 1721 hich 
prohibited the wearing of any other than eotton manufactured 
in Great Britain . ~***~ The l o duty on British cotton held 
the Irish market for them and , even when the duty as in-
c~eased in 1738, English cotton was excluded from payment . 
In 1771 , the importation of ne machinery into Belfast gave 
the indus try some f'oo t ing . -:;--::·*··HHi-·:':· 
O' Brien - Page 196 . 
Ibid . - Page 197. 
·::-*i} Murray - Pages 129-130. 
**** O' Brien - Page 203 . 
***** Ibid . - Page 207 . 
-h~-ll-~·*** Ibid . - Pages 207-208. 
~~***** Ibid . - Page 208 . 
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The silk industry, introduced by the French, as 
encouraged by Parli ent by duties on foreign goods in 1705, 
1719, and 1745 . · Decline in tho industry set in in the middle 
of the century. 
Bre ing was forced to bo to the English indu try 
hen the importation of hops from any source other than Great 
Britain as forbidden in 173l.k~ The produce of Ireland was 
banned from England by a protective duty. It was submerged 
on the home market by British beer hich carried only a 
small duty. The attempts of the Dublin Society to raise the 
industry from the depths ere unsuccessful.:--::··:<- The number 
of bre er declined from seventy in 1740 to thirty in 
1770 • .;:-.:.:·~-·~ 
The distilling industry had no sad story to tell 
during this period. Every gallon sold legally increased the 
income of the Government . The average annual number of 
gallons of homemade spirits on which duty as paid over a 
four- year period ending in 1724 was 130.749; for the period 
ending 1n 1780 this h d increased to 1.142,229.~:-:F.<--.!·"· This 
takes no consideration of imported or bootlegged liquor~ 
The actual production would be impossible to est1mate . ~~*~r.~ 
~- O'Brien Page 208. 
~;..~- Ibid . Page 210 . 
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The glass industry in Ireland lacked only a supply 
of fuel and seemed well on the way to overcome this handicap 
in the seventeenth century. It was able to compete favorably 
with the produce of other countries until the Act of 1746 
.forced by the hand of British manufacturers ., forbade the ex-
port of glass from Ireland and the import rrom any country 
other than Breat Britain. * Thi~ ·act was repealed in 1779 and 
the industry flourished . ~~--:.:-
The provision industry began when the export of 
cattle and sheep to England was prohibited by the Cattle cts 
of 1663 and 1666 . The cattle hich as formerly exported as 
nos fattened in Ireland, and meat and dairy products ere 
sold abroad . *~~- The st~ndard of the products showed ~prove­
ment but did not reach s. state or perf ection. Trade in 
provision with foreign countries and the Colonies was not 
rorbidden • **~--~ Average annual export figures over four - year 
periods are offered by O'Brien • . :.-:··*-r.-:;. few or them dl1 be 
used here . In 1704, the number of l ive cattle exported was 
494; in 1740, 14; in 1760 , 1 , 029; and for the period ending 
1780, 4 , 178. For the same periods beef was exported in 
barrels to the extent of 70 , 833; 150 , 495; 161 , 235; 171 . 4~6 . 
--::· O'Brien 
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Butter exports showed 92 , 219; 161,212; 202 , 246 and 248 , 584, 
measured in cwts . The amount of pork for the same four 
periods was 13 , 727; 11 , 640; 37 , 138; and 79 , 290 barrels . 
The provision industry became , with the linen manufacture , 
the other of t o staple industries. Between 1770- 1780 both 
suf':fered because of conditions due largely to the American 
Revolution, and caused much distress in Ireland. The linen 
lost its American market due to the ar and the provisions 
felt the general embargo on Irish ports . Even when the em-
bargo was lifted the provision trade was not released . 
"It is not easy to conceive the ruin and misery 
which was brought to Ireland by an act of porer which sus -
pended at once and for so long a period one great branch of 
Irish trade which was almost the sole dependence of the 
southern and V/estern provinces . But the evil was felt more 
or less in every part of the island and by every description 
of men . I sincerely believe that no people ever experienced 
a more general and dreadful distress .• "·* 
b . Under Freedom, 1782- 1800 
If these same industries be now looked at a few 
years before the close of the century , and before the policy 
of' the government during these two phases be studied, the 
connection may make itself' evident . 
To get a true picture of any industry during this 
period some account must be taken of the increase in popula-
tion during these years . Here it is merely rece.lled . 
* Quoted on Page 228 of The Economic History of Ireland in 
the Eighteenth Century by George O' Brien who gives source 
as Fortescue Correspondence III, Page 541 . 
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The woolen industry had lost much ground during the 
period of restraint. During the period of freedom, smuggling 
decreased. After a brief flurry, from 1708 to 1785, the ex-
port of wool again bogged down. Some improvements in the 
produce or the industry ere noted . The increase in popula-
tion and the manner of dress leaves no alternative than an 
increase in the industry since the imports did not ppreciably 
increase to supply the Irish demand. 
The linen industry enjoyed a period of unusual 
success. Improvements in methods were introduced and the 
manufacturers , for the first time , entered the m rket with 
colored and other linens. Some idea of the progress of the 
industry can be noted in the increase in exports during the 
period . In 1780, Ireland exported 18,746,902 yards of plain 
linen, 7,319 yards of colored linen, 21 yards of cambric and 
lawn and mixed goods valued at ~145. By 1792, these had 
changed to 52 , 895,841 yards of plain linen, 715,341 yards of 
colored linen, 5,726 yards of cambric and lawn and mixed 
goods valued at 25,563. From this time until 1800, a gen-
eral decrease as noted. The figures at this time were 
35,676,908 yards of plain linen, 213,142 yards of colored 
linen, 131 242 yards of cambric and lawn and mixed goods valued 
at 10,940.* This decrease may be charged to the general 
economics depression of the time and the period of instability 
before the Act of Union. 
* O'Brien Page 275 . 
Established in Belfast in 1771, the cotton in-
dustry enjoyed a period of success under free importation 
or cotton direct from the Colonies . The Irish Parliament 
granted bounties on sale at home in 1783* and on export 
the next year . Later high protective duties were established. 
This was the first industry to make use of ne type machinery. 
In 1802, the industry supported 60o . ooo people ith 20 , 500 
looms , about hal.f or which 1ere in Ulster . ~* 
The silk industry was unimportant and its loss was 
probably not to be mourned since every material used must be 
imported rrom foreign sources through ngland • **~ Under the 
Spitalfield Act of 1779t wages and prices were to be set for 
Dublin by the Dublin Society . Complete supervision was also 
to be exercised by them. -::-**"'· 
The brewing industry was not immediately affected 
by the granting of free trade . The . average annual production 
over four- year periods ending 1784 w~s 459 , 861 barrels of 
strong beer and 177, 138 barrels of s.mall beer. In 1788 the 
.figures were 388 , 131 and 170)187 , respectively, and in 1792 
they were 455 , 699 and 215 , 902 barrels. Imports of beer and 
ale during the same period ere 56 ,.641 barrels, 61 , 7·20 
barrels and. 106 , 692 barrels • **~~ The attention of Parlia-
ment was attracted in 1791 by the increase in con~umption o.f 
* 
O' Brien Page 276 . 
*~} Ibid . Page 277 . 
.. ;~~-i:- Ibid . Page 279 . 
i(-~~~ Ibid . 
-
Pages 277- 278 . 
~*~··Y. .. * Ibid . Page 279 . 
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spirits , hile bre ing seemed to be declining.* This decline 
was ch rged to the inferiority of Irish barley, the prohibi-
tion of' the 1mportat1o~ of hops .from any country other than 
England, the better quality of English bre , and the high 
duties on and the severe regulations of the home industry.** 
Subsequently, the duties ere lowered, the prohibition of 
foreign hops was relaxed, and the regulations on the industry 
were made less stringent. The only indication of the results 
of these measures can be obtained from the figures showing a 
decrease in importation of ale and beer. In 1792 the figure 
was 125 1 059 barrels, in 1796, 55,738 barrels, and in 1800, 
19,709 barrels.~** 
The J~ct of 1780, which insisted on at least four 
months' work for distilleries, did not decrease the amount of 
spirit even though it did reduce the number of stills • *.J:··::-* 
Disregarding the amount of imported liquor, the following 
f'igures will sive some indication of the size and growth of 
the industry • .J!-~-:HHl- The average arm.ual amount of homemade 
liquor on hich duty as paid during a four-year period end-
ing in 1784 was 1,768,042 gallons; for the period ending in 
1788, 1,872,486 gallons; and for the period ending in 1792, 
3,189,133 gallons . In speaking of the brewing industry, the 
'* 
O'Brien Page 280. 
** 
Ibid. Page 280. 
".:··~i:· Ibid. Page 282. 
~·{~{..~~ Ibid. Page 282. 
~:--~'"'-it-~"'* Ibid. Page 283 . 
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alarm over this increased consumption or spirits has been 
mentioned . Parliament, in 1791, made attempts to check 
this growth by increasing the duties and excises on dis-
tilled products and by stricter regul tion or the industry . 
The result was an increased consumption or beer but no de-
crease in the amount of spirits . The average annual .figures 
f r the periods ending 1796 and 1800 were 3 , 834,878 gallons 
and 4 , 131 , 453 gallons respectively . The number or illegal 
stills did not decrease and no idea of their productive 
capacity is had . * 
Until the period or free trade , there v.ere no ex~ 
ports of glass from Ireland . In 1786 the importation of 
glass from any country other than England as forbidden. The 
industry then showed tremendous progress . Even though much 
of the material used in the industry was imported from England , 
and Irish wages were higher than in England , the Irish industry 
was able to capture the home market with its lower price. ~* 
The first eff orts show that for the year ending March 25 , 1782 
glassware valued at ~5 was exported. The growth of the ex-
port trade ~as slow~ and by 1791 reached the following figures: 
glassware valued at ~, 225 , 65 , 308 drinking glasses , 50-1/2 
eases, 332 dozen bottles , and 19 , 584 vials . During a period 
of more rapid growth the exports re ehed a peak in 1797 with 
the follo ing totals: g l assware valued at &8 , 765 , 589 , 078 
drinking glasses , 66 eases , 6 , 121 dozen bottles, and no vials . 
O' Brien 
Ibid. 
Page 283 . 
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During the next year the exports took an overwhelming drop 
to glassware vnlued at , 890, 61, 611 drinking glasses , no 
cases , 2 , 855 dozen bottles , and no vials . * From then until 
the close of the century decline as shown . 
The increase in tillage under the Corn Laws of 
1784 did not diminish the provisio~ industry . The full ex-
tent of this industry cannot be realized from a study of the 
exports during these years , ** because there must have been 
some increase 1n the home consumption ith the increase in 
population and 1n supplying provisions for ships and army . 
To ard the close of the century some increase s noted in 
the export of live cattle . *~~ 
The other industries which existed in Ireland at 
this time can be dealt ith 1n summary . O' Brien speaks of 
the alarm of the English manufacturers over the growth of 
the Irish paper industry and refers to comments of others on 
its growth . **** Pottery-making felt the deficiency of a 
fuel supply . Tanning steadily declined because of the com-
petition of improved methods used else here . Shipbuilding 
was a minor industry during this century and as just 
beginning in 1791 in Bel.fast . Vlorkers troubles almost 
spelled the absolute ruin of the industry near the end of the 
* 
O'Brien Page 285 . 
** These figures may be found in O' Brien, Page 288ft or 
Ap endix B of t. Murray's "Connnercial Relations'. 
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~~ . O'Brien has devoted admirable chapters in his 
book to a further discussion of industry and conditions in 
Ireland during this period, but, since this paper is not 
intended to be a summary of his book although much has been 
taken from it, let two summary statements be m de. First, 
that, in general, ages in Ireland compared favorably with 
those in England, and second, the Industrial Revolution did 
not take place in Ireland until long after it had affected 
England. 
4. Government 
a. Oppression 
The policy of the British in destroying any industry 
whieh interfered even to the slightest degree with British 
interests and industry has been seen to some extent in the 
outline of the conditions of industry in the seventeenth 
century and under the restraint in the eighteenth. An enum-
eration of the methods used will here suffice. The necessary 
destruction of the British market was accomplished by pro-
hibition of tm~ort and by high duties; of the foreign market 
by embargo and prohibition; of the home market by the refusal 
to allo reciprocal duties and the British policy of unloading 
their produce on the Irish market. A typical example was the 
general embargo of 1778. Even after this was lifted in 1779, 
the ban remained on the sole r•emaining staple industry of' 
Ireland, the provision trade, until the advent of free trade. 
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b . The Parliamentary Efforts 
Grattan began his efforts in February of 1778 . The 
efforts in 1778 of Lord Nugent, Edmund Burke and • Baker to 
free the trade of Ireland except in woolens and the import of 
tobacco, and that glass be allowed export to any point except 
Great Britain met ith a flood of opposition from British 
indus try . "; ... 
The compromise measure o:f Lord North , which granted 
freedom subject to the same duties as Great Britain, was 
passed . These were not sufficient to meet Irish needs as they 
made no provision for i~portation from the Plantations . Non-
importation agreements ~ere made throughout Ireland and 
Volunteers vere formed . 
In vie1 of the demonstrations in Ireland , the matter 
was again brought to issue in Parliament in 1779 . Grattan 
fought for the measure and his work as in no small degree 
aided by the demonstrations of the Volunteers threatening armed 
revolution against a harrassed England . -::-:;. Again a proposal of 
Lord North was carried in January of 1780, ~u_,. __ .. putting Ireland 
on the snme basis of trade as Britain but not allo ing free -
dom of trade with England . These measures of freedom, given 
in return for new taxes granted by Ireland, ere subject to 
future review by England. 
fuile the fear of ~hat might happan under a revie 
remained, there was little advance in Irish industry. In 1782 
-~ O'Brien 
Ibid . 
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Pages 230-231 . 
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the law asserting the right of the English Parliament to 
legislate for Ireland was repealed . Finally, after much 
agita tion in Ireland, on January 22 , 1783 the British Par-
liament passed an act yielding all legislative supremacy 
over Ireland . 
The question of trade bet een Ireland and England 
still remained unsettled . The dangers were seen by both 
countries and a series of proposals and counter proposals was 
begun. These are known as the Commercial Propositions of 
1785 . * Rejections were thick and fast . The main objection 
to the proposals in general was that they prohibited artifi-
cial stimulation of Irish industry . The failure of t hese 
propositions led indirectly to the Act of Union. 
There can .be no doubt that during the period of 
Grattan ' s Parliament which possessed some measure of freedom 
of legislation , progress as made in both industry and 
prosperitY · ** Herein see~ to lie the reason for the Act of 
Union, by which Ireland had nothing to gain at this t~e . 
gain the fear and jealousy of the Irish industry was man-
ifesting itself 1n the British Parliament . 
c . The Union 
The Articles of Union of 1800 do not seem to echo 
the sentiments of the Irish people or po ers at this time. 
During the whole period of ~gitation for and discussion of 
the measure , from 1798 to its pa ssage , the most earnest and 
:urray Page 236. 
-!:-:: 0' Brien Page s 41-2-413. lso Pages 394-397 for 
testimony of contemporaries relating to progress made . 
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spirited objections were raised by both Foster and Grattan.* 
The charge that the Act was forced through by bribery and 
corruption seems not without foundation when one considers 
the position of Ireland before and after the passage . The 
people and the country which had so recently tasted a small 
measure of prosperity under freedom from British restraint 
ere to be placed again under the yoke of British domination 
and control. Over their protest the infant industries o~ 
Ireland were forced into the arena of competition with the 
Lion o~ Industrial power. Her products were seeking the 
same markets as those of Britain which had already gained 
that measure of efficiency that comes with f~vorable develop-
ment and years of est blishment. On this "equality" was trade 
to be granted, lest Irish industry be protected. The 
financial policy of the Union called for a sharing o£ expenses 
in the ratio or fifteen to one for twenty years and then 
revision at the discretion of the Parliament of the United 
Kingdom. The results of the Union and the conditions of Ire-
land urider the Union will be seen in the next historical 
division . 
5. Finance 
During the period 1700-1780, the revenue of Ireland 
formed a private purse £or the king of England . Coming from 
the crown rents, due to confiscation, and from customs, ex-
cises and licenses, the revenue was spent to maintain the in-
dependence of the king. The money intended for public benefit 
urray Chapter XV. 
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was spent in granting favors* and even the mistresses of the 
king ere charged to the Irish fund •** Added to this was 
the wasteful system of collection which accounted for a loss 
of 17-1/2%. {:·*·;:- In fairness ,. it must be said that these 
matters were not in the hands of Parliament but of the King 
and Ministry . The deficiency in revenue vas made up in 
grants of Parliament made at each session . The national debt 
of Ireland increased , and borrowing became impossible . Money 
was raised by public lottery for the first time in 1779 ,. the 
winner receiving the entire income of the sale in four per 
cent debentures . ~H.'-.;.'.;~ 
From 1780 to 1793 the Parliament of Grattan was in 
charge of affairs . During this time there was an increase in 
revenue , and a decrease in expenditures brought about, in a 
great degree, by reform in gra:ft grants . The taxes on the 
poor were moderated somewhat . In the grants for public works 
there was some bribery which has become so usual as to be 
considered inherent 1n the system. This was lessened to some 
extent by placing such ·orks under a Board of · orks in 1793 . 
After resorting to the lottery again in 1787 the public debt 
* 
O'Brien 
Page 198 . 
Pages 317- 318 , quoting Lecky, Vol. I , 
*~-~- O'Brien Page 315 , giving source as Cl rendon's 
"Revenue of Ireland", Pages 147-148 . 
-.. ·.Z:·fH!· Ibid • Page 329 . 
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was not increased until 1793. For rive years the income and 
expenditures balanced, and the debt remained the same . * 
The increase in expenditures in 1793 was due to the 
French and English War and was beyond the control or the Irish 
Parliament .. The size of the army .forced the levy of taxes 
even on necessities . The internal Rebellion in 1798 was , to 
a lesser degree, responsible . The national debt soared under 
the heavy burden . 
The system of local taxation fell upon the occupier of 
the land. The taxes levied by the Grand Juries were burden-
some . 
There as no Irish coinage during the eighteenth cen-
tury. Foreign coins were in general use and their value was 
set by proclamation. 
The first national bank was founded in 1783. The 
functions of banking were carried on by anyone who wished to 
consider himself a banker. Consequently . failures were many 
and interest rates were high . The rates were reduced until 
they became the same as in England, five per cent , in 1788 . 
Before passing from the eighteenth century, it might 
be well to mention that some road building was done and the 
construction of canals was highly .favored . Little benefit 
was derived from them during these years . 
Relief of the poor , through the orkhouse , was in-
augurated in Ireland ~here there as no poor law up to this 
time . Some care was taken of' the sick through Parliamentary 
i:· 1788-1792' 2 , 213, 437, O' Brien Page 340. 
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grants to private charities , but much of this as limited to 
those only who were members of the established church. 
There were no large cities or towns . The nearest 
· approaches were Dublin, Cork and Belfast . 
C. The Union to the Famine·::-
1 . gricultural Resources 
a . The People 
Three types of agricultural workers are spoken of 
by the Devon Commission in their report . ~:-* They are the un-
married worker who lived with the employer and was the most 
fortunate; the cottier who hel d a small plot of land for which 
he paid with labor; and those having a small cabin and a small 
bit or land on which to have a garden and depending on a crop 
or potatoes taken in "conacre"*~'-i:- for subsistence . ost of 
the laboring class came under this last group 01~ group two . 
If the rent was paid in services , the interest of the land-
lord came first . If the rent as paid in cash , the rent was 
high • . The condition of these peasants was wretched indeed . 
In addition to these three classes there was a small farmer 
who operated a farm of from rtve _to fifteen acres. These, too~ 
had a lowly lot; poor food and not enough to keep themselves 
well fed . 
* Based on "The Economic History of Ireland .from the Union 
to the Faminen by George O'Brien. 
O'Brien Page 9. 
~HH<- Ibid . Page 11, from Devon Comm. "Conaere" - a con-
tract by hich use of a small portion of 1 nd is sold for 
one or more crops, without creating relation of landlord 
and tenant J between "Vendor and vendee; it being rather a 
license to occupy than a demise.. The vendor manures and 
prepares the ground for seed . The vendee procures the 
seed and does the other work through the harvest . 
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b . The use 
The methods used in tilling the land had not shown 
much progress nor was the farm well eared for . A poor system 
of crop rotation as in use and , where nature alone was not 
allo ed to replenish the fertility of the soil , there was an 
indiscriminate use of dung manure . The fields were not 
fenced , and crops were neither watered nor weeded . The land 
was barely broken with a crude plough instead of being ell 
turned . No care was exerci sed in seed selection and poor 
crops resulted . One crop which might have proved beneficial 
but which was continually discouraged as tobacco . * The 
Dublin Society made some minor attempts to improve the till-
age by offering premiums and lso prizes , when money spent on 
instructions toward more progressive agriculture might have 
produced better results . Other societies made similar 
attempts . -:H<-
In pasturage , the Irishman showed better judgment . 
The breeds and produc ts of live stock were ~proved greatly 
in comparison with tillage . One fault found in this industry 
is the refusal of the farmer to gro greens.*~~ Another 
might be charged in the scarcity of farm buildings . 
c . The Distress 
Subletting had almost died out , but the policy of 
subdivision still was follo ed for there as nothing else for 
the children of the farm worker to do . 
~Jo O'Brien 
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At this tLme a movement toward larger farms was 
being furthered. T~o methods ere attempted. One was a re-
organization of a system of partnership already existing 
known as the "rundale". The other was an increase in the 
size of the holding by eviction for non- payment hen prices 
of produce fell after the ar and rents still remained high. 
The Consolidationists based their larger holding 
prosperity on the bases that large farms were more economical 
than small ones and that Ireland was overpopulated 1n propor-
tion to its resources. 
This first claim of the superiority of large hold-
ings was not the view of the agricultural economists of the 
period . * They seem to have held to the opinion that Ireland 
could be best developed by small farms with a system of co-
operation. 
Concerning the theory of overpopulation, the con-
tention of Mr. Blacker was that without any development of 
manufacturing Ireland was capable at this time of supporting 
thirty-five millions of people.*~ Sadlier says that the same 
evils were suffered before under a period or underpopulation.*~{~ 
at, then~ were the reasons for the distress of 
Ireland? 
* Trimmer. Stokes, Sadlier , Blacker, Sharman Cra ford, 
Kane, and Mill quoted in O'Brien - pages 61- 70. 
.f .. -~ 0 'Brien 
-~** Ibid. 
Page 83 • 
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Those enumerated by George O' Brien are the system 
or land tenure and the failure to recla~ land . * In discus-
sing the first of these he speaks of the renting of the farm 
which amounted to a public auction and the demand on the 
free ervices of the tenant in addition to the rent paid for 
the land. The lack of improvements is due to the confiscation 
of all such improvements by the landlord at the end of the 
lease w~thout any redress to the tenant, the lease itself be-
ing ror a short time only. The landlords made no improve-
ments and the high rents ould prevent many of the tenants 
.from even considering improvements . -::·->:· Under the code of ten-
ant rights in Ulster some ~dvance had been made . ~** The re-
peal of the .British Corn Laws in 1846, mich admitted the 
produce of foreign countries to the English market to compete 
with that of Ireland, and the enactment of the Poor Law 1n 
1847 added still further to the distress of agriculture. 
The tenants had neither sufficient capital nor 
security to warrant their reclRLming of lands. The landlords 
who ~ere absentees had no desire to do so and many o.f the 
others did not have the necessary funds. The government just 
didn ' t. 
d. Governmental CUres 
The Encumbered Estates Act of 1849, making the sale 
of encumbered estates easier , simply made a change in the land-
lord who gathered the spoils . 
J' .~ O'Brien 
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The reports and recommendations of committees and 
commissions for the increase in quantity of agriculture must 
have been piled high 1n some storeroom, for nothing seems to 
have been done about it. The most notable of these was the 
Devon Commdssion. Reclamation of land got no further than 
chambers of Parliament . 
Toward the decrease in population more effort seems 
to have been directed. The Ej.ectment Act made it easier for 
the landlord to seize the crops of' the tenant and eject him 
for non-payment. By the passage or the Subletting Act it was 
insured that the evicted ould :find no place to go., The 
power of franchise was taken away hen the voters began to 
vote intelligently and not as they were directed by their 
landlords . This a.ct was repealed in 1832. 
Disregarding the advice which they sought from 
Irishmen and the reports and recommendations of the Poor 
Enquiry Commission which had spent three years in a study of 
the proper type of poor law to be enacted, Parliament installed 
the British system by the passage of the Poor Law of 1838 and 
set up the Irish Poor Law Commission in 1847 on the report 
of G. Nichols which was made beforehand but announced after 
he had made a six- weeks ' tour of' Ireland. As a help to the 
country it was a failure.. 'The relief granted was in the work• 
house. Destitution was demanded as a condition of relief and 
anyone possessing one- fourth of an acre of land was held to 
be not destitute. 
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The repeal of the British Corn La s in 1846 drove 
the herds back to the land and the laborers from it by ruin-
ing the ma rket for the product of tillage. 
Emigration cost more than reclamation and remained 
the only choice other than starvation. The number of emigrants 
grew from 11 , 835 in 1839 to 105 , 955 in 1846.* 
e.. The Famine 
The famine of 1845-1847 was not the first to be felt 
by the Irish nation . The people ere accustomed to living 
a lmost entirely on potatoes . Vfuonever this crop failed famine 
followed . The ruin of the potato crop at the time of the 
Great Famine as not a curse inflicted ~pon the Irish alone , 
but rather it was a far - reaching bl ight . Others , however , 
had something else on which to fall back. Death and pestilence 
were follo11ed by emigration to an extent which had never been 
reached before . A new high was reached in 1851 when 249 , 721 
people left Ireland •** uch of this emigration was to the 
United States . 
Relief was sent to the su.ff'erers from private 
agencies in the United States , in England and in Ireland . The 
measures undertaken by the government in some cases seem to 
have been 111- ad.vised for the pe sants had no money for the 
purchase of' food . The public Works of 1846 which were in-
troduced were no better than the dole and had , in fact , a 
demoralizing effect for the people realized that they Jere not 
constructive and in no way exerted themselves . Also , there 
O'Brien 
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existed abuses in administration . 
The measures taken did not help much toward ruture 
prevention or advancement. The repeal or the Corn La s was 
of no help to a people without money and there as at the 
time enough corn to take care of the people if exportation 
had been prohibited. The Navigation Acts repeal seems to 
have aided only British shipping . The folly of the oublic 
works program has alre dy been mentioned . Programs for 
future development had been suggested but seem to have been 
deliberately pushed aside . 
2 . Non-agricultural Resources 
a . ines 
Aining was not extensive during this period. 
Copper held the place of pree~nence . There was some ex-
traction of sulphur and a little mining for gold and lead . 
The reasons adv need for the lack of further development ere , 
once again, lack of capital , reluctance to invest in Irish 
industry, and insecurity of tenure • .;~ Efforts to increase the 
output failed . ::-::· 
b. Fisheries 
The lack of boats , capital and the inclination to 
devote his time exclusively to fishing prevented the Irish 
from extending this industry . There were no bounties to en• 
courage the fishing interests . Heavy duties on salt and 
lumber made their importations prohibitive . If money had 
been advanced ror the devolopment of curing stations , piers 
~:- O' Brien 
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and boats , the industry might have been established on a 
firm foundation and have grown to the extent of supplytng 
the home market and some degree of export trade . Und r the 
ct of 1819 , the number of people engaged in fishing gre 
from 36 , 000 in 1819 to 64 , 771 in 1830 . ~ In 1830 the en-
couragement as allo ed to lapse and the tr de fell off . {~~ 
Further assistance was granted bet een 1840 and 1850, but 
the industry declined hile the Scotch, hom the Irish had 
taught , shipped their goods to the Irish market . 
c . anufacturing Industries 
After the repeal of the protective duties by the 
Revenue Commission , the oolen manuf cturers in England ere 
much relieved. The Irish industry had made some recovery 
under the Period of Freedom. The Revenue Commissioners of 
1822 decided that the industry h d shown growth~~- and the 
Union duties ere repealed in 1823 . ·::--::-~·.* This thre the in-
dustry into direct competition ith the long-established 
British industry hich dumped h e quantities on the Irish 
market. -r·*·::·~-l:· In 183). the decline as definite . ~·-~· .. :--::·-><- In 
1850 only 553 persons ere employed • *~A~.,~. 
The cotton industry made fair progress after a slo 
start . The cotton interests had sufficient po er to hold the 
-:-· O'Brien Page 290. 
·/·~~· Ibid. p ge 290 . 
·~-;: .. ~· .. Ibid. p ge 301 . 
*·:~.v .. ~ Ibid . p ge 303. 
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~gh protective tariff on their industry after the Union 
until 1808. Then the duty .· as gradually reduced to 10 in 
1816 • .;~ This progress hich may be attributed to the protec-
tion offered und to the fact that newer machinery had been 
used, was checked in 1825 •** Exports fell before the on-
slaught of England's power looms from 10, 567,458 yards 1n 
1825 to 1,039, 038 in 1835 . ~~~ In 1850, the industry employed 
only 2 , 937 orkers . *~y* 
The linen industry seems to have been immune to the 
repeal of the Union duties . During the first half of the 
nineteenth century, the industry changed from a home industry 
to a highly speci lized one • ***~* The industry in its 
factory form became centralized after 1840 in Ulster here 
there as some accumulation of capit 1 . Previously , it as 
spread over the entire country . There as no increase from 
the Union to 1823 •****** In 1850 , linen factories in Ireland 
employed 21 , 121 in comparison ith 19, 001 in England and 
28,312 in Scotland • .::-*·::·-:<-~--:;-~- Experiments ere tried in the 
improvement of home grown flax during these years . 
The silk ~dustry lost its market in the removal of 
the landlords to England and it followed after them. Vhen the 
duties were lowered the country was f l ooded with English silk 
... O' Brien p ge 308 . ·::·~· .. ri-*V* Murray Page 348 . 
*-!'" Ibid . Page 311 . ·:;. .. ;: ... ::-~- ·':· ~ {~ 0 1Brien - Page 333. 
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in 1824 , and later in 1826 French goods ere admitted and 
the duty on these was further lowered in 1829 . * 
The improvement in brew and the increase in the 
quantity brewed can be traced to the desire of the Parliaments, 
both before and after the Union , to promote the drinking or 
ale and beer in place of hisky. Figures sho an increase 
from 449 , 790 barrels in 1800 to 960 , 300 in 1809 •** Later 
figures for this period are not available . However , some 
idea may be had in the statistics kept of import and export 
until 1823 . In 1800, 19 , 709 barrels were imported and in 
1823 no import tion is recorded . The exports rose and fell 
during this period . In 1800 , 444 barrels were exported and 
in 1823, 6 , 096 barrels •*** Future growth in the industry 
seems to have been for export rather than for consumption . 
It is interesting to note th·t one of the first exporting 
bre oreries in Ireland was Guinness ·:~ -::- .. ~~- which is probably the 
most famous in the orld at the present date . 
The strength of the distilling industry is probably 
more remarkable than the strength of the spirits themselves, 
when we consider the encourugement given to brewing and the 
restrictions imposed on distilling . These seem only to h ve 
increased the amount of illegal whisky distilled . Improved 
processes introduced by the Scotch distillers probably had 
much to do with the improvement in quality and the increase 
* 
O' Brien Page 341 . 
·=-~ .. Ibid . Page 343 . 
·:· ~-r.- Ibid . Page 345 . 
.. :·*~:-..!- Ibid. Page 347 . 
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in amount . ~;. More attention ~ s devoted by Parliament to the 
attempted destruction o~ illegal stills and to the limitation 
of the industry in its legal form than to any other measure . 
The statistics on th~ industry are rather inconclusive since 
they ure based Qn the quantity for which duty was paid . For 
the year 1824 duty w s paid on 8 , 158 , 046 gallons and in 1839 
on 12 , 291 , 342 gallons . The drop to 7 , 401 , 050 gallons in 1841 
and the continued drop to 1844 is attributed to the temper-
ance campaign o~ Father athe s . *··<- After this year spirits 
seem to have risen again. 
11 the raw materials , except coal , necessary for 
the development of the glass industry ere available 1n Ire-
land. The Revenue Co~ssioners found the Irish glass indus-
try prosperous . "'·-!:·.~ The Union duties ere abolished in 1824 . 
Later , in 1825; excise duties were imposed on glass.~~~.;. 
Both of these measures burt the industry and , by the middle 
o~ the century, it had almost collapsed . 
The provision industry did not suffer any tremendous 
decline immediately after the Union . The exports of pork, 
bacon, hams , and butter remained rather steady, bile that of 
beef rose from 79 , 23~ barrels in 1802 to 144, 597 barrels in 
1813, and then dropped to 73 , 135 barrels in 1826 . .. ~~ .Hz-.;. This 
~~ O' Brien 
-
Page · 348 
• 
*~:- Ibid . - Pages 359-360 
• 
::~'·f'· Ibid . 
-
Page 361 
-~~~u!~ Ibid. 
-
Page 363 
·':· ~;. .. :-:--::·-'~ Ibid. 
-
p ge 371. 
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/ 
decline is generally charged to the increase in the export 
of live cattle hich sho ed these figures: in 1802, 31 , 664 
co s and oxen , {~ and in 1850, over 210 . 000 oxen, bulls, co s 
and calves.~:-* The admis~ion between 1825-1830, or foreign 
provisions to the British Colonies also helped in cutting the 
amount of export . **·. The butter industry gr 
• 
The other industries did not amount to much. Pottery 
still did not acquire import nee . Shipbuilding only sho ed in-
crease after the century o.s half' gone . The promising paper 
industry spoken of 1n the latter part of the eighteenth cen-
tury was crushed by the Union and the duties imposed on paper. 
Before passing too harsh a judgment on the Union, 
the five reasons for the decay of industry suggested by 
George O'Brien might be brief'ly considered . ~:·":··::-~.:-
First , the character of the people. If the people 
ere lazy as the claim is often made, ho can the struggle 
for o. bit of land to till be explained? Can they be charged 
with ignorance hen no opportunity was given to them to ac-
quire kno ledge? Does the payment of ages on Saturday night 
in the public hou~e owned by a re l ative of' your employer en-
courage sobriety? ·,h<-** 
i:· O'Brien 
-
Page 372. 
~~· Ibid. - Page 373. 
~~-..:- , .. Ibid. 
-
Page 373. 
-:~;..~~ .... ~. Ibid . - p ge 379. 
........ _ ... J ... .,f .. ~ .. 
., .... ,. "" Ibid. 
-
Page 385. 
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Second , combination of workmen . It is well suggested 
that in many cases, the unions which were formed were for the 
protection of rights rather than for demanding the • Accord-
ing to Sir Robert Kane, there is a probability that 1ere w s 
much more talk about unions than there as activity by them 
since there as little else to talk about in Irish industry.~ 
Third, scarcity of fuel. The Irish supply of coal 
as limited but the English supply as sufficient to take care 
of the needs of both countries. The fuel cost as so small a 
part of the cost of production that it might have been imported 
from England cheaply enough in spite of the taxes. 
Fourth, the fiscal policy of the Government. For a 
long time previous to the Union the import of Irish goods to 
England had been prohibited. After the Union, trade was to 
be on the ame bases thus removing from Irish industry the 
necessary protection. The industry of England as already 
well established. 
Fifth, difficulty of accumulati~ capital under the 
Irish land la • The burden of rents in Ireland has been 
spoken of before. The high rents left the people neither 
capital nor purchasing power. ost of the landlords had no 
interest in the Irish other than collecting rents rrom them. 
There ere no facilities for banking or credit. The repeal 
of protection as no inducement to the investment of ne 
capital. Some English capit 1 had been invested for the sole 
purpose of causing failure of industry in Ireland. Success 
~ uoted in O'Brien, Pages 400-402, from Industrial Resources 
of Ireland, Pages 384-386 
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in industry may be pointed to in Ulster where a different 
system of land tenure 1as in effect and no penal laws existed. 
The conclusion then is drawn by Mr. O'Brien that the 
causes of failure were: the inability to accumulate capital, 
the removal of protection, and the shortage of fuel. The 
other two, the dissolute char cter of the p~ople and the com-
binations, he cl 1ms are more rightly considered effects. 
3. Public Finance 
a. Burdens 
Expenses before the Union were to be paid for by the 
country hich contracted them. After the Union the expenses of 
the United Kingdom ere to be paid for by England and Ireland 
in the ratio of fifteen to two, respectively. This provision 
was subject to revision by the Parliament of the United Kingdom 
every twenty years and it as to be left to their discretion. 
This prop~rtion proved to be too high for Irel nd. Loans were 
necessary to make her contribution and later it became impos-
sible to ootain a loan. In 1816, the contribution was put on 
an equ 1 tax on like articles basis. Taxes affecting only 
England were repea~ed. Those rates which were lo er in Ire-
land ere raised to equal the taxes on similar articles in 
England and taxes hich had not existed in Ireland were 
brought into existence. Taxes increased in Ireland and de-
creased in England hile the opposite is true of wealth and 
income. ost of the taxes in Ireland left the country and 
ere not used for her benefit. 
2-
Local taxes, too , ere burden ome. The county 
assessment as excessive in amount , unfair in incidence, and 
the manner of collection and administration as abusive . 
Tithes were made a little less burdensome . 
Urban tolls ere collected from farmers in market 
towns, thus raising the price of produce. 
Absenteeism still continued its heavy drain . 
b Credit 
Early in the century money was not used greatly in 
rur 1 districts . oat of the people were self- supporting . 
The currency in existence as unsatisfactory . The currencies 
of England and Ireland became one in 1826 . 
The opportunity of obtaining credit as limited by 
the refusal of the Bank of Ireland to open branches outside 
of Dublin. Branch banks ere fin lly opened in competition 
with the joint stock banks which began in 1824. This resulted 
in an increase in credit facilities . 
Credit as granted to small farmers and peasants at 
terrific rates which sometimes re ched 60%. The Irish Repro-
ductive Loan Fund were failures . The Loan Fund Board as es-
tablished 1n 1842 in an effort to correct so e of the abuses . 
here as still much to be desired in 1852. 
4 . communication 
a . Roads 
The construction and car of roads came under the 
authority of the Grand Juries and the Postmaster General. The 
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roads ere, in general, good, althou h no provision as made 
for repairs until the roads ere entirely ruined. Under tho 
Postma ster General the roads were being planned and str 1 ht-
encd . 
b. Canals 
A fairly long syste or inland water ay as con-
structed under the patronage of the Irish Parlirunent. The 
use made of these canals at the time did not ·compensate for 
the abuses during their construction. 
c. Rail ays 
The first rail ay from Dublin to Kingstown as con-
structed in 1834, The government refused to finance reco -
mended lines, preferring to leave the initiative to priva te 
capital. This resulted in a backward condition of r 1 ays. 
D. The F ine to the ~ ree tate~~ 
1. Emigration and its effects 
During the 1 tter half of the nineteenth century 
and part of the entieth, a virtual tidal ave of emigration 
s ept the Irish isle . Often the story of this steady march 
from the native soil is told but even when the figures are 
set on paper it is difficult to realize the dire effects it 
left in its ake . In 1841, the population as 8 ,175,124 . 
After the dreadful years of the Great Famine , there ere left 
~:- The Land Question in this section has been based on t o 
works principally: The Struggle for Land in Ireland 
1800- 1923 by Pomfret , and The Irish Question in the 
Encyclopedia of Sciences, Pages 285-295 . 
Reference has also been mede to History of England by 
'yatt-Davies. 
6,552,385 people 1n 1851. By 1861, this figure had shrunk to 
5 1 798,967 and by 1911, in the whole of Ireland 4,390,219 
people .remained. The decrease between the years 1841 and 
1851 may be charged both to emigration and to death from star-
vation and plague. The ·loss in population hich is charged to 
emigration alone over periods of ten years ending on the foll-
owing dates was: 1861, 1,149,118 people; 1871, 768 1 859; 1881, 
618,650; 1891, 768,105; 1901, 430,993; 1911, 345,088 • .;~~" This 
drop of almost 50% during a period of seventy years cannot 
possibly have had no economic e.ffect on Ireland. 
As is natural, the most capable of tho oppressed 
Irish people sought their livelihood in other countries. 
Many Irish soldiers, sailors, statesmen, nd businessmen 
were soon listed in the census figures of almost every nation 
in the world. It as through the financi 1 help and oral 
support of these loyal sons (and daughters,too) that Ireland 
was able to make her cries heard. 
At home, due in part, to this same emigration, the 
till ge of land fell off and pasturage increased. It may ell 
be that the lessening of the demand .for land was helpful in 
their historic struggle for land. ether industry suffered 
from lack of labor, or labor from lack of industry, is a ques -
tion for eternal debate. 
2 . Struggle for land 
The passage of the Encumbered Estates Act in 1849, 
~:· E . J. Riord n' s Modern Irish Trade and Industry, Page 261 
** Ibid. - Page 263 
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hich m de easy the sale to creditors or the estates or land• 
lords who ere hard pressed. and the Deasy Act or 1860 hich 
made the rental or land similar to ny ordinary hire or oons 
did not help to calm the troubled aters. The hole Irish 
practice and custom as contrary to the principals or these 
cts. 
a. Revolutionary move ents 
The uprising of the Physical Force Party and the 
Young Ireland Pnrty in 1848 as crushed and its leaders ere 
banished. 
The Irish Republican Brotherhood founded in 1858 in 
Dublin schemed and plotted in vain ror they came to grief in 
1867. 
The Fenian Society produced revolutionary supporters 
in America. These rorces united ith the £orce~ of Davitt in 
Ireland. The New Departure ovement in America in 1878 ut 
runds in the hands of the Irish leaders. In 1879, the Land 
League as formed for the purpose of forceful action. The 
money coming rrom erica for the purpose or this revolution 
s later returned. Bitterness and murder entered this 
truggle. A Coercion Bill as p ssed and the le ders of the 
le gue ere imprisoned. The league as 1 ter revived as the 
National League. 
The Sinn Fein outgre its organizer, Arthur Grifrith. 
Some of its members together ith a £ew remaining members of 
the Irish Republican Brotherhood and constitutional! ts or-
ganized the Irish ~ tional Volunteers in 1 13. The trade 
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unions which had been growing in Ireland and formed an Irish 
Trade Union Congress, allied themselves to the N tionalist 
Party. The' unskilled labor union fell from the hands of 
Larkin into the hands of Connolly. Hand in hand with this 
union went the Irish Citizen rmy. Meanwhile , the Trade 
Union Congress left the Nationalist Party and formed the 
Irish Labor Party. Connolly and Clark made use of this op-
portunity to unite to themselves the republican members of 
the Sinn Fein. This led to the famed Easter Rebellion of 
1916 in which these leaders sought to embarrass England . 
This movement was the mother of the Irish Free State . The 
force of the Irish Republican Army was not capable of match-
ing the strength of Great Britain. The brutality with which 
the rebellion was crushed had a definite bearing on future 
history . 
b. Parliamentary Agittition 
(1). Leaders {Irish) 
The first of the leaders of this period was 
Isaac Butts , the founder of the Home Rule Movement 1n 1874. 
He sought to establish the tenant rights which had b'een the 
custon of the Irish before English domination . His leadership 
oi' the Irish members of Parliament spelled a policy of in-
dependent opposition.* 
Parnell succeeded Butt s leader of the Irish mem-
bers of Parliament and the Home Rule advocates . The party of 
oppositionists became strong enough t o force some rights from 
-J: Encyclopedia of Social Sciences, Volume VIII, Page 291 . 
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the English members of Parliament. Parnell joined with 
Davitt in trying to secure land reforms in 1879. He became 
virtual ruler of the Irish people and with Davitt spent 
much effort in an attempt to restrain the physical force 
branch of the Land League. At the same time he gained sup-
port in Parliament. 
The Gaelic League .formed in 1893 by Douglas Hyde 
was still another movement to stimulate the nationalism of 
the Irish. 
The National Volunteers under Redmond was a parlia-
mentary reform group . This is the group from which the Labor 
congress split, allowing Connolly and Clark to force the 
Easter Rebellion 1n 1916. t this time the Republic of Ire-
land was proclaimed. A definite and absolute break was in-
tended and though the Rebellion itself failed, the brutality 
with which it was put down only kindled the Irish resentment. 
The national convention called by the British Government in 
1917 was ignored by the Sinn Fein. Here was the first clash 
of the Nationalists with the Unionists of Ulster. · The Sinn 
Fein elected in 1918 refused to take their seats in Parlia-
ment at Westminster. These members held a meeting of their 
own on January 21, 1919 at Dublin and declared their in-
dependence Thus began the period of internal struggle in 
Ireland, cuLminated in the Separation when Ulster signed the 
Better Government of Ireland Act continuing her union with 
Britain. The candidates who were elected in the general 
election were claimed for membership in the Dail instead of 
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the Parliament of North and South Ireland as was intended 
and these members were the ones who ratified the treaty with 
Great Britain.-l:· 
{ 2). Laws 
The Encumbered Estates Act and the Deasy Act 
have been mentioned before . ~-~~-
In 1869 the Act of Disestablishment of the Irish 
Church was passed . This removed the privileges of the Prot-
estant minority in Ireland . <~H~~J. 
The Land ct of 1870 passed by the Parliament of 
Gladstone granted recompense to the outgoing ~enant for Lm-
provements made when the departure for any reason but non-
payment or evi ction was made . Also it empowered the Govern-
ment to make loans to those tenants who wished the purchase 
of land they held , if the landlord was willing . After this 
there was an interval during which the Liberals of Gladstone 
.fell .from power . -:H~·::--::-
A second Land Act in 1881 was not sufficient to 
satisfy the growing Home Rule spirit . This was the first 
measure toward the reduction in rents. Further Land Acts in 
1885 and 1903 while easing the position of the farmers and 
tenants did not extinguish the fiery spirits of the Irish 
burning for .freedom. The cts in themselves produced much 
good . They made possible lower rents , and g ve the tenant a . 
·,~ From The Irish Free State, Its Government &: Politics 
by Nicholas Mansergh. 
Supra Page 51. 
-:HH:- H;istory of England , ~yatt-Davies , Pages 498-499. 
Ibid . Pnge 499 . 
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chance to purchase l and under a State plan of financing. 
This plan granted a partial bounty and allowed repayment of 
the remainder in annuities over a period of years . By -1921 , 
t ~o-thirds of the land had passed into the hands of tenants . i~ 
Under the Laborers ' Act of 1883 a system of housing 
was inaugurated . A small cottage was built for the v.orkers . 
Each cottage was erected with a half' acre of land surrounding 
it . This was done at local expense aided by a small State 
subsidy . -'.H:· 
The f'irst Home Rule Bill proposed by Gladstone in 
1886 , because of' the balancing power of' the Irish members of 
Parliament , was defeated by a coalition of Conservatives and . 
Liberals. The second was passed by Commons but defeated by 
Lords . Shortly after this, Gladstone left the struggles of 
Parliament behind him . ~;. -:!-.;:. 
The Local Government Act was extended to Ireland 
in 1898 and other acts tending to settle the land problem 
were passed. -'.HH·-1: 
Finally in 1914 , the Home Rule Act, as such , was 
passed , calling for the establishment of an Irish Parliament 
in DUblin and a Ministry to manage internal af'fairs . There 
was to be representation 1n the Parliament at Westminster . 
The opposition of' the Unionists of Ulster caused a postpone-
ment of enac tment until af t er the war . ·:·-~:-~·~·-:!· 
.. ~z. l!:ncycl opedia Brit., 14th Edit . , Vol . 12, Page 612 . 
~~- "'' .... -; ... Ibid . Page 612 . 
*{:~~ Wyatt- Davies Pages 505- 506 . 
*~ .. ~-= .. Encyclopedia of s ocial Science , Vol. VIII, Page 292 . 
-:~·: :- ~.HH:- Wyatt- Davies Page 520 . 
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( 3) • Ef'fects 
In spite of the many complex laws enacted by 
Parliament, the problem of Ireland was not squarely met. The 
Land Purchase Acts did relieve land conditions by helping 
tenants to purchase the land they held. The Congested Dis-
tricts Board as established in 1891. The Board attempted to 
settle the problem of the overcrowded conditions on the est 
coast. They taught new methods of f rming, encouraged the use 
of the land for the more productive industries of grazing and 
oultry raising, instructed the people in the arts of spinning, 
weaving, se 1ng , basketry, and in general established small 
cottage industries.* The Department of Agriculture and Tech-
nical Instruction was begun in 1900 . This Department carried 
on the work of experimenting , teaching and suggesting better 
methods of agriculture for the whole of Ireland. The Irish 
Agricultural Organization Society started by Plunkett in 1889 
was the first. real step toward co- operative marketing of 
Irish farm produce . 
In fact, Parliament seemed willing to try everything 
as long as the simple dema ds for independent existence ere 
not met . 
It is only fair to say here that many of the people 
in England did not share the same vi ew of the Irish question 
as did their government . They had grown a little weary of 
the constant quarreling and the unfair handling of their 
neighbors . 
Murray Pages 422- 423 . 
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3. Conditions in Ireland~ 
a. Agricultural 
During the first years following the famine the 
eviction of tenants became even more numerous than previous-
ly. The vholesale emigration as partially due to the 
driving of the people from the land 1n favor of cattle and 
sheep. The Land ~cts did help, as has been indicated before. 
The distribution of information on crops and live stock by 
the Department of Agriculture established in 1899 also helped. 
Since the middle of the nineteenth century the till-
age of land had shown a decrease until the Irish Free State. 
In 1849, 4,402,37'7 acres of land had been ploughed but this 
had fallen to 2,384,'761 acres in 19+6. Even at this only 
29.8% of the arable land was cultivated in 1849, while , in 
1915, only 16.2% was ploughed.-.:-~~ 
Most of the crops were consumed by live stock. The 
fact that about 80% of the agricultural income of the country 
as derived from live stock makes it appear doubtful that 
much o£ the meat could have been consumed by those ho raised 
it. In 1913, for the year ending May 31, the total agricul-
tural income was ~5'7,067,600. Of this figure, crops produced 
11, 850 , 600 and 11 ve stock 45 , 21 '7, 000 • ~~-.;.:.:. 
The principal crops and the acreage devoted to each 
for some of the years during this period are given here . *~HH<-
--------------------------·--
* This section has been based on E . J . Riordan's "Modern 
Irish Trade & Industry . In 1920 the author h d had 18 
yearst connection with Irish industry and was then 
Secretary of the Irish Industrial Development Assoc . 
-:;.~ Ibid. Page 57. 
~::-;;.-;: .. Ibid. Page 65. 
-::--, ~ .. ~ ~ .... ,(.- I bid . Pages 61-63. 
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eat was planted in 743 , 871 acres 1n 1847 and sho~ed a 
steady decline to 1914 ~hen there were but 36 , 913 acres 
planted. The yield 1n 1913 as 39 , 500 tons va lued at 
306 , 000.~~ This came f r from meeting the home demand. In 
1852, oats gre on 2 , 283 , 449 acres , the highest point in its 
history , but this had fallen to 1 , 028 , 758 acres in 1914 . In 
1913, 257 , 000 tons brought ~1 , 715 , 000 to Irish farmers . The 
production of b rley and bere fluctuated since 1849 hen there 
ere 351 , 509 acres under cultivation until 1919 hen the fig-
ure was 186 , 625 
land in 191 -~* 
cres . It was the best paying crop in Ire-
A h rvest of 130 1 650 tons in 1913 brought 
1 , 126 , 000 . Potatoes had a peak year in 1859 with 1 , 200 1 247 
acres and , in 1919, there as less than one- half of this 
amount , 588 , 802 acres . The farmers sold or consumed 1 , 495 , 000 
tons , the value of hich was set at 6 1 102 , 000 . From 1852 to 
1919, the acreage given to turnips changed from 399,377 acres 
to 273 , 460 acres . angels have broken the monotony of de-
creasing acreaee by increasing from 18 , 758 acres in 1849 to 
74 , 839 acres 1n 191 • The variation in the amount under flax 
could almost be compared to the rise and fall of the tide . 
The hay crop in 1913 was 217 , 500 tons orth 743 , 000 . Other 
crops need not be mentioned . 
Only the larger items under the general heading of 
live stock and live stock products ill be considered here . 
Most of the cattle in later years as shipped to England alive . 
* 
** 
Riordan 
Ibid . 
Page 64. 
Page 62 . 
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Riordan estimates that about three- fourths of the annual 
amount of cattle, or about 850,000 head, is so shipped.-* 
The figures for this product in 1913 were 1,096,000 head 
valued at ~ 13,854,000.~~ The butter and milk products were 
in the vicinity of ~12,350,000. The number of sheep used 
here is not the number or sheep existing in Ireland but the 
number produced annually. In 1913, the number was 1,378,000 
orth ~,875,000. The average export of wool from 1909 to 
1913 was 14,603,.000 pounds per year. The pig industry which 
is rather difficult to separate from the bacon curing indus-
try, was worth 7,790,000 in 1913. As the bacon curing 
industry increased the export of pigs decreased. Poultry 
showed the greatest increase 1n this class of product. In 
1913, the value was about ~5,950 1 000. In 1918, the value of 
exports of poultry and eggs was ~18, 352, 578. ~l-~·{:· The horses 
bred in Ireland are used chiefly on the Irish farms. 
During the period now under discussion there is a 
scarcity of figures in some lines. This is due to the fact 
that separate records for England and Ireland were not kept 
from the year 1826 on. However, they begin to appear in the 
early t~entieth century. 
b. Fisheries 
The industry languished for a long tLme and received 
an awakening by the advent of ice packing and better railway 
and steamship facilities. In the year 1908,. there were 6 1 080 
Riordan 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
Page 67. 
Page 65. 
Page 72. 
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boats of all descriptions and 22 , 910 people employed in 
Irish sea fishing. In 1915, those h d been reduced to 4 , 276 
boats and 15 , 66 men.~ There ~as some incre se in the number 
of men engaged in fishing during 1916 and 1917 although the 
number of bo ts declined . This increase m y be due to the 
gro ing use of motor boats for tra ling . The v lue of sea 
fisheries in 1903 as 427 , 800; 1n 1913, ~358 , 547; in 1919 , 
ost of the fish was exported to England and the 
fish for Irish consumption was imported . The principal in-
land fish as salmon which employed , in 1917 , 10 , 525 men . ~** 
c . Industry 
lthough the Irish pig industry suffered a terrific 
blo during the Famine , it recovered rapidly . In 1853 , the 
bacon products of Ireland brought the highest price on the 
English market . .... ~:--r.-·.1- The returns for the industry ere estim-
ated to be , 500 , 000 in 1860 . -:--H~-r.-* Efforts to improve the 
industry have been under ay since 1887. A plan set forth by 
the Department of Agriculture in 1901 offered prizes for the 
improvement of breed . Tho val ue of bacon and hrums exported 
from 1904 to 1918 as ~1 ,019 , 685 and 8 1 556 , 341 re pective-
ly. '$-~·~:-*~<--::· In 1907, the industry empl oyed over 2 , 000 persons 
and had a total output of , 584 , 000 . -::--:·-~:-~·-:l-·rl-)} During the 
period great improvements in br eed h d been attained . 
~- Riordan Page 73 . ~· .• ··~ ··!~· .}-\:· Riordan Page 82 . 
~ .. ,! Ibid . Page 77 . !:• n~ .. :~~:-~:--;'•{!" Ibid . Page 81 . 
.. :: .. ~:' • .J'. Ibid • Page 78 . 
~{~iit"!:• Ibid . Page 79 . 
-:~-!'··~·~·~~~ .. Ibid . Page 79 . 
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In 1825 the export o£ butter from Ireland was 
442 , 883 cwts . In 1907 the output of butter as 670,000 cwts. 
which was valued at i3,505 , 000 . If the amount of butter made 
by the farmer be included , the production reached 1 , 764 , 000 
cwts . , woth ~9 , 201 ,000 . * The greater portion of butter is 
marketed through the co- operative creameries after it has 
been inspected and graded . Both the cheese and margarine in-
dustries made rapid strides in Ireland from 1904 to 1918 . 
These two industries , combined with the butter industry, em-
ployed in their factories 4 , 125 workers and turned produce 
worth 4 , 020 , 000 in 1907 . 
The flour milling industry was almost ruined by the 
Roller System which was installed in other countries long be~ 
fore it as introduced into I r eland . The 1 ck of capital 
prevented its installation until 1883 . After a long struggle, 
the industry, in 1907, gave work to 4 1 875 people and had an 
output valued at 7 ,·463 , 000 - The importation of wheat flour 
to Ireland seldom below 5 , 000 1 000 cwts . be~ween 1904 and 
1918 . *~:· 
Bakeries and biscuit factories are found in all 
parts of Ireland . Under tpis title are included confectionery 
and preserving industries . The combined number of workers in 
1907 was about 11, 500 and the total output about it3 , 600 , 000 . ~H<-* 
The center of the shipbuilding industry is in Bel-
fast . Its growth in that city began about 1851 and , by 1879, 
* 
Riordan Pages 84- 85 . 
•,}* Ibid. .. Pages 88- 91. 
*-!.~·~ Ibid . Pages 92 . 94 . 
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one company alone employed 10 , 000 men . ~~ Shipbuilding and 
rep iring as carried on at ublin and ueenstown in the 
early ye rs of the t1entieth century . The shipbuilders of 
Ireiand have been responsible for many ~provemonts made in 
orld shipbuilding. The net tonnage of ships built in Ire-
land in 1853 was 2 , 748; by 1888 it h d reached 40 , 326 . The 
next year more than doubled the tonnage 1th 87 , 668 . In 
1908 , 158 , 626 tons as the output and in 1914 it was 256 , 547. 
During the period of the World 'JBI' there was little activity 
in commercial shipbuilding but , after this , in 1919 , the 
shipyards launched craft 1ith a total tonnage of 222 1 955.~j~ 
In 1 07 the engineering industry engaged 5 , 968 
workers ~dth on output of 752 , 000 . <~H~':· "The b~anches of the 
engineerin6 trade which exist in Ireland are: (1} general 
engineering, including iron foundry ork; (2) steam engine 
manufacture; (3) agricultural machinery; (4) boiler -making; 
(5) textile m chinery making; (6) cycle making; (7) motor 
engineering; (8) r ilway engineering; and (9) electrical 
engineering . "·.HH~-l:- Those ~ere principally located in Beli'ast. 
~exford v s the chief center for farm machinery . 
It might be interesting to note a comp rison be-
tween the linen industries of England, Ireland , and Scotland 
after the middle of the nihe eenth century . In 1850 , the num-
ber of spindles in use in each of th se countries was: 
England 265 , 568; Scotland , 303 , 125; and Ireland , 396 , 338. 
* 
Riordan Page 99 . 
·:~->:· Ibid . Page 101. 
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The peak of the English industry was reached in 1856 ¥1th 
441 , 000 spindles. Scotland, in 1871 , had 317 , 085 spindles , 
while Ireland had 896 , 482 . The tendency after the maxL~ 
years for both England and Scotland was definitely domward , 
while that of Ireland ~as one of increase from those years . 
In 1910 1 the figures were: Ir,land, 935 , 411 spindles; 
Scotland, 160 , 000; and England , 50 1 000 . The value of the 
Irish linen exports in 1864 was ~101 32? , 000 . * In 1910 there 
ere 36 , 982 power looms in Ireland, chiefly in Ulster . At 
the same time Scotland had 17, 000 and England , 4 , 400 . ·::.· 
An estimated value of the capital in the Irish linen industry 
in 1910 was itl4 , 500 , 000 . -"-.;-~- The number of people employed in 
the linen mills in Ireland shows an increase from 21 , 121 in 
1850 to 90 , 000 in The export trade can be more 
accurately stated in quan·tity rather than value , owing to 
price variations . From 1908 to 1917 the average annual export 
was about 21 , 000 , 000 lbs . of linen yarn and approximately 
1 , 100 , 000 c ts . of line:a goods . *->HHn<- The decrease in 1918 as 
robably due to the ar . In spite of efforts to encourage 
the growth of flax, the industry usually imported far more 
ruw material than the country produced , A Textile Testing and 
Conditioning House is established at Belfast under the name o£ 
The Municipal Technical Institute . j~~h .. HHB1- The improvements in 
.r,. Riordan ... Page 107 . 
.;~~} Ibid . Page 108 . 
·!Z.iPJ- Ibid . Page 109, quoting Sir Wm. Crawford . 
..;:.J!:.-.. !io~ ... Ibid. ... Page 110 . 
*{~~~ ... ;~ .. i:· Ibid . Page 111 . 
·::·-,~-;~-~~~t-* Ibid. Page 116 . 
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the cottom industry throughout the orld have had noticeable 
effects on the linen industry ' since the orld · ar . 
About 12 , 000,000 lbs. of raw wool were exported 
f'rom Ireland annually between 1904 and 1918. -1' t the same 
time wool tlnd woolen yarn 'las being imported to Ireland to 
be worked in the Irish f actories . In 1856 there were t enty-
seven oolen and six orsted mills operating in Ireland . ·~ 
ccording to the Census Production of 1907 there were 3 , 341 
people engaged in the oolen industry . The v lue or the out-
put was iJ607 , 000 . iHH~· The exports of Irish woolen goods grew 
.from 21 , 699 cwts . in 1 04 to 66 1 860 in l917.:n~-::-~H!- Improve-
ments in q lity and the Irish Industrial Movement both t...ided 
in establishing a ho e market for Irish ~oolens . In western 
I:r·ela:nd , the homespuns of' Doneg 1 and a few hand industries 
still existed . The quality of Irish woolens enjoyed a fine 
repntation nong buyers. The industry was spread fairly well 
throughout the whole country . The Irish :Voolen Manufacturers ' 
1ssociation ndeavored to specialize the industry and thus 
improve the quality of the goods and effect economdea whic 
would enable the industry to compete with other countrier . 
more successfully . Such a co-operative plan, it was felt , 
would bring profits to the munuracturers . 
.. ;:. Hiordan Page 125. 
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Among the other textiles might be listed the shirt 
and collar industry which had an output , in 1907 1 ot 
al , 04l , OOO . {t- The center of this industry was Londonderry . 
The va lue of the rope, cordage , and twine exported from Ire-
land increased from a 239 , 371 in 1904 to ~1 , 477 , 576 in 1918 . w* 
Hos iery was made principally for home consumption and th~re 
as only a minor export trade . The poplins of Dublin ere 
world-famed products but t he trade as subject to great 
v riations because of changes in style . A few other textile 
industries will be merely mentioned--the carpet industry , 
the making of sacks and bags , and the apparel industry . This 
last named employed 41 , 836 workers in 1907 . ·:.'"* ·::-
Because of the lack of money available for research 
and development , the extent to which miner ls exist in Ire-
land as unknown . *.:;.·:-·* Cement-making materials existed in 
ample supply but the Irish demand ~as met chiefly by imported 
cement . In 1904 the imports ere 106 , 673 tons , and by 1918 
this had slipped to 57 , 906 tons . *~:· ~H:-* The existence of 
powerful cartels in other parts of hurope may have had much 
to do with the l a ck of cement manufacture in Ireland . 
Coal was mined in some parts of Ireland but the 
Census of 1907 shows only 99 , 000 tons mined and 801 people 
·:} Riordan Page 123 . 
-;: .. ~· Ibid. Page 135 . 
.,~ ... ~* Ibid . 
-
Page 141. 
-;~-.r-~z..* Ibid . Po.ge 142 . 
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orking in the industry . ~ From 148,750 tons in 1854, the 
output dropped to 92 , 400 tons in 1914 . 
Other minerals ere found and mined in small 
quantities but fe of them need be mentioned . Aodern quarries 
and crushers operated in supplying road materi ls . Stones of 
many kinds existed in abundance but ere not utilized to the 
degr o hich one ould expect . 
The output of the brick industry in 1907 as 
~105 , 000 from 1 , 152 workers . The import tion of bricks fell 
off after the ar and some increase in the home industry took 
place . The industry as further retarded by excessive rail-
a:y rates •.. ~.,eo 
In Ireland , as in all other countries , the building 
trade rises and falls ith prosperity . The value of the ork 
done by 14,330 orkers in 1907 as 1 , 89l , OOO. ~HH·· Some help 
as given to the builders through various State and nicipal 
housing schemes; e . g., under the Laborers' Act of 1883. 
The whole timber industry did not have an output of 
1 , 000 , 000 in 1907. In nll branches of the industry there 
were 4 , 869 employed . *~~~:·* This figure included the ork on 
both domestic and foreign lumber . From the previous study of 
forestry , it appears that the greater portion of ood used in 
Ireland as ~ported . 
.. 
... Riordan Page 145 . 
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It seems inevitable that in every country the 
Government receive a large revenue from the brewing and 
distilling industries. It is difficult to say whether the 
heavy taxes imposed on them are for the sake of producing 
revenue or for the limitation of the output . Ireland, too , 
had her duties and taxes , but 1n spite of them both indus-
tries flourished . 
In 1856 the amount of beer brewed in Ireland :'fas 
926 , 000 bbls . By 1915 the number of bbls . was 3 1 412 , 000.* 
During the next four years there was some decline due to 
lim1 tations on output set by the Government . ~--t· Nearly 60% 
of all the stout , porter , and ale hich as made in Ireland 
as consumed there. -;:-·lHS. During the years 1904 to 1918 1 the 
amount of ale and beer exported was negligible , but the ex-
port of ROrter was heavy . From 1904 hen 514, 763 hogsheads 
ere exported there was an increase to 893, 777 in 1916 . 
The value of this export in 1916 as · 1 053 ,738 . **~* The 
industry imported large quantities of malt each year . In 
190? the industry gave employment directly to 6 1 541 people . 
The total output for the same year was 5 1 849, 000, l~av1ng 
a net of ih3 , 510,000 . }***~~ In 1920 the output o:f Arthur 
Guinness , Sons & Co ., Ltd ., o:f Dubl~ , as the lareest in 
the world . ·>.HHBHh.· 
* 
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The distilling industry seems to have been immune 
to the efforts of the Government to crush it . In 1850, 
8,293 , 036 gallons ere distilled; in 1875 , 9,674,004 gallons 
were made; and in 1900, the number rose still higher to 
14 , 480,871 gallons. After this there as a slight decrease . 
The average from 1900 to 1919 was about 11 , 000 , 000 gallons 
per year . * In recent years the manu.f'acture of industrial 
alcohol as included in the figures . In 1907 the industry 
employed 2 , 423 people and yielded a net value of a514 , 000 
from a total value of ~1 , 419,000. ~~ The effect of the Pro-
hibition Law of the United States as felt by the distillers 
of Ireland •. 
There was also in Ireland a non- alcoholic beverage 
industry which manufaetured mineral waters , cider, fruit 
juices, syrups, and other soft drinks . The output of this 
industry in 1907 was 74, 000 nd the manufacture employed 
2 , 110 ersons •*** The centers of the industry were Dublin 
and Belfast . The value of the export tr de averaged annually 
about ~25,000 from 1904 to 1918 •**-l!·-l'-
Allied to these previous industries , and important 
only because of them, was the bottling industry. The 1,181 
workers employed in the industry in 1907 had an output of 
~693 1 000 • .,HH".-•,:•* 
* 
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Like ise , the glass bottle industry may be here in-
cluded. The remainder of the glass industry •s not imoortant 
during the period . The machine-made bottles of other countries 
seriously thre tened this industry in Ireland . The bottles 
ere imported in large quantities between the years 1904 and 
1 18. 
The paper-making industry in Ireland sho ed promise 
in 1852 when the Irish mills turned out 7 , 373 , 012 lbs. of 
paper.~~ In the f ce ot foreign competition , the industry 
declined. In 1907, 507 people orked in p per mills and 
turned out paper orth bl75 , 000 . *.:· The Irish Industrial 
ovement pushed the home consumption of Iri h paper products . 
The lack of ra aterial for paper hindered the industry after 
the 1orld ar und it s necessary to make paper from waste 
p per , books, and magazines . ~~~~ 
11 types of priniting and bookbinding ere done in 
Ireland . The av ilable figures are those for 1907 hich 
listed the number of workers in these industries as 6 , 5 8 and 
the output as worth L6 7 , 000 •. H:· ... The workers engaged in the 
newspaper industry are not included in this figure. For the 
same year there ere 2 00 people who earned their living 1n 
publishing ne spapers D.nd periodicals . ~-:~.~"·" Also included 
... .,. Riordan 
-
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under this general group were 799 women and men employed by 
stntionersJ. and 930 cardboard box workers.-":·* Lack of capi-
tal f"or machinery kept these industries from enlarging. 
Under the heading of leather industries three will 
be briefly spoken of. The tanning industry suffered from the 
lack of bark for the process and the competition of a cheaper 
produced by a faster method. The industry was of little ~­
portance during the early twentieth century. The saddlery , 
harness, etc. industry made products wornh only b53,000.*** 
The boot and shoe industry probably had its beginning during 
this time. The product was s sturdy shoe adapted to wear 
rather than to style. The importation of shoes was chiefly 
restricted to women•s and children's footwear. In 1907, 2,113 
people worked in the industry•**** 
The tobacco industry in Ireland included both the 
manu:fac ture and the growth of the leaf. uch of the tobacco 
manufactured in Ireland was of foreign growth. This is no 
surprise when one realizes that for a period of years, from 
1904 to 1918, the importation ·Of raw tobacco seldom fell be-
low 10,000,000 lbs·**.>!''* over a ten year period from 1909 to 
1918, from 7,000,000 to 9,000,000 lbs. or manufactured tobacco 
~ .. Riordan 
-
Page 173 
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-
Page 179 
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was exported annually. ::· The principal product was pipe 
tobacco. 
The growth of tobacco was forbidden by an act of 
' \ 
Parliament in 1830 and w s not permitted again until 190'7.{B:. 
Much experimentation was undertaken on a small scale and the 
tobacco-growing industry was still a questionable one. Mr . 
Riordan expressed the opinion that the preferential duty on 
Imperial tob ceo under the Finance Act of 1919 ould be suc-
cessful and that the industry needed only capital to sue-
The so p and candle industry suffered from the com-
petition of heavily capitalized English companies and many of 
the smaller Irish companies were absorbed by them. In 1907, 
the output of the Irish factories was 338,000 and the number 
of employees w s 573 . -'h~-~·~<- During the whole period f'rom 1904 
to 1918, the imports greatly exceeded the exports. 
It would be strange , indeed; i.f a country so largely 
agrarian did not make some effort at meeting her O\m needs in 
fertil1zer. In 1907, the ef£orts of 1242 workers yielded fer-
tilizer valued ... t 1:,549 , 000. -::··:l-*~·* With the improved technique 
in agriculture it was expected that the industry would grow. 
{ :, Riordan 
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Other industries might be classed as foods, rts, 
household needs, chemicals, and a miscellaneous group which 
are found in almost any corrnnunity or country in the '"orld. 
1n enumeration ould hardly be of any v lue here . 
In speaking of i ndustry and production in Ireland, 
its size and importance, one cannot put it on equal terms 
ith the mass production or larger countrios as h s been seen 
from the foregoing figures. 
The industrial movement in Ireland had many unsuc-
cessful sponsors. The Gaelic League was established in 1893 
and t this time (1920} as still in existence. The Irish 
Industrial Association as started in 1903 to make the Irish 
people conscious of Irish industry . The Irish National Trade 
ark was the first of its kind in the orld . It might be of 
interest to note that the author concludes that he is, fter 
his eighteen years' connection with Irish industry, more firm-
ly convinoed that the hope of Irish industry is in freedom 
from British domin tion and control. 
4. Birth of the Irish Free State 
It might be ·aaid that the conception of the Irish 
Free State took place at the time of the Easter Rebellion in 
1916. From this time on, the Irish refused any share in Bri-
tish government and , having formed the first Dail in 1919, 
they declared their independence. In the election of 1921, 
the successful candidates were claimed for membership in the 
Dail. Tre ty negotiations ~ere begun in 1921 when botl1 Eng-
land and Ireland recognized the need for peace . Tho negotia-
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tiona were carried on by Lloyd George ru1d Eamon De Valera. 
George offered a dominion status subject to limitations; 
De Valera insisted on absolute independence. OUt of these 
negotiations finally came a settlement. The terms of this 
settlement were not suitable to De Valera and ho resigned. 
~ter the settlement came the Irish Free State Constitution 
by proclamation on December 6, 1922. Northern Ireland with-
drew from the Free State on December 7, 1922. Final assent 
and actual authority was given to the Irish Free State on 
March 31, 1923. 
E. The Irish Free State to Eire* 
1. Agreement between Great Britain and Ireland 
This agreement was referred to by the British as a 
settlement and by the Irish as a treaty. The Irish Free State 
was to be legally invested with a dominion status. The do-
minion differed in some respects fro that of Canada. An oath 
of allegiance must be taken, pledging full allegiance to the 
Irish Free State Constitution primarily and to tho Crown sec-
ondarily. Further, the British ~ere to retain control of the 
coastal defenses and place limitations on the size of the Free 
St to Army. In times of war the Free State was to harbor the 
British ~my . .... ~to The treaty was accepted on January 14, 1922, 
* concerning the agreement between Great Britain and Ire-
land and the form of government based chiefly on The Irish 
Free State, Its Government & Politics by N. Mansergh . 
Also Encyclopedia of Social Sciences and Irish Free State 
O.ff'ic1al HandbooiJ:. 
~ansergh - Pages 33·34. 
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against the wishes of De Valera . s a result of this De 
Valera resigned and Griffith bee e the President . The 
Irish did not consider the treaty as permanent but as the 
best that could be hoped for at the time . 
Two questions arose regarding the legality of the 
treaty. First, was the Irish Republic an international en-
tity and second, as the treaty an international or 
domestic affair?* It is well to note here , in the light of 
future happenings , that De Valera and his followers took no 
part in the formation of the new legislature . *..:• 
2 . Form of Government 
The repugn cy clause included in the Constitution 
made the treaty legally supreme . It declared that nothing 
1n the Constitution was to be contrary to the ter.mB of the 
treaty . ·'>} .. ~ en the oath was repealed in 1933 the repugnancy 
clause, of necessity, disappeared. The Constitution could be 
amended by simple legi lation for eight years and this as 
later extended until December 5 , 1938 . 
The Constitution i ncluded a declaration of rights 
hich at ted that the individual as free , the home was to 
be sacred, and freedom of speech, of rel igion nd of occupa-
tion were to be allo ed . Education as to be provided for 
all the citizens and s to be compulsory . The St~te had the 
ansergh 
Ibid. 
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right to natural resources; i . e., the right to supervise 
the use of the resources by the individual. This grants 
broad powers to the State.* 
The Government of the Free State was to be divided 
into three branches; the Legislative, the Executive , and the 
Judicial. There seems to have been no clear-cut distinction 
of authority since each infringed on the powers of the other . 
The Legislative body as composed of three parts; 
the Senate , the Dail, and the King. The collective body as 
lmown as the Oireachtas. This body 'as intended by the 
Constitution to be pre-eminent. The limit tiona of porer of 
the Legislature were set by the written constitution and by 
the prohibition of all legislation which r vors any religion 
or discrimdnates between citizens because of religious be-
lief and all ex post facto legislation.-!:>"' 
The s~stem of universal suffrage was practiced 1n 
the election of members to the Chamber of Deputies. The 
right to vote was granted to all citizens ho had reached the 
age of twenty-one who ,enjoyed civil and political rights and 
lhO had not lost the right through abuse. Election as by 
a system of proportional represente.tion . "''-iH~ There •tere one 
hundred and f1£ty• three members in the Dail. The qualifica-
tions for membership ere fe ; in fact, any citizen over the 
age of twenty-one as eligible. The term of office was six 
* 
ansergh 
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years and the members were paid- The Executive ~as held 
responsible to the Dail. The Lo er House as meant to be 
the central force of the country. The sessions were held 
once year at Dublin or at some other designated place. 
embers were required to tQke an oath of office. This was 
made a condition for candidacy in 1927. It as on this point 
that the Flanna Fail Party refused to take office when elect. 
ed. and hen it. became necessary as condition for candidacy 
they went through the formality of the oath and then took 
their seats. Later in.l933 the o th was repealed through 
the afforts of this same party who gained control in the gen-
eral election in 1 32 . The neces ry privileges for carrying 
on the duties of their office were granted to the Deputie~. 
The speaker was elected on ~ssembly and he was required to 
be impartial. Cases of dispute bet een the Dail and the Sen-
ate were settled by conferences. The Principle Legislative 
Committee as the Committee of the ~~ole Dail which was 
really too large tor efficient operation, and for this reason 
the discussion of the technicalities of the bills were 
usually left to the inist rs. Bills might or~ginate in 
either house but oney Bills had to arise in the Dail. 
The Senate as to act as a revising chamber and was 
to guard against hasty legislation by the Lower House. It . 
was composed of sixty members of whom one-third retires every 
three ye rs. The body might amend a bill coming from the 
Dail but it could not veto it. Use of the power of initiative 
of bills was not often used and the amendments recommended 
ere usually passed by the Da11 . The functions of this body 
were not considered important and the Fianna Fail Party aimed 
at its dissolution. For membership a candidate had to be 
thirty years of age and eligible for election to the Dail . 
The methods of el ection were indirect . A panel of twice the 
number of vacancies was prepared, one.-hal.f by each house , 
and was voted upon by the Senate and the Dail voting together 
by proportional representation. 
The membership of the King in the 01reachtas was 
simply a matter of form and his assent to bills before they 
became la 'I as t aken as a matter .of course . 
Theoretically. the Executive power rested in the 
Governor Gen r 1 as the representative of the Crown. In fact , 
it rested in the 1n1str¥• The Executive Council consisted 
of the President and the inisters . These inisters ere 
nominated by the President and elected by the Dail . They 
were responsible to the Dail . The Extern Ministers were nom-
inated by the Dail and individually responsible to it . The 
loss of support of the Dail by the ecutive Council as 
reason for the resignation of that body, The Executive Coun-
cil had, since 1930, much to say regarding the appointment of 
the Governor General . The President and Prime Minister w s 
appointed by the Dail . Under the terms of the Constitution, 
' 
this was to be a minor office . He was practically the ruler 
of the country after 1932. 
The powers of the nistry have grown tremendously 
so that they are actually running the country. The powers 
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hich have not been granted to the ecutive Council are the 
setting of the dates of session and of the Oireachtas, the 
declaration of ar except in the case of actual invasion and 
the po er of dissolution of the Oireachtas by a defeated 
inistry. 
The power and the authority of the inistry ere 
actually granted to it by the Legislative body . The Minister 
are the Department heads of a powerful central State . Even 
the initiative in legislation has been turned over to the 
inisters in the interests of efficiency. This delegation 
or power has extended to judicial functions also . Example 
of each of these functions can be seen in many of the cts 
nd Laws passed during the period from 1922 to the present . 
The safeguards gainst the abuse of these po ers are in the 
power of the courts to decide hether the ct1ons of any 
Minister are within his delegated authority . The Oireachtas 
also requires that all acts under this delegation of power 
be placed before it. All the Orders and Acts are required 
to be published in the Iris Oifigiuil . * The Departments of 
State according to the inisters and S cretaries Act of 1924 
are: Department of the President and the Executive Council; 
Department of Finance; Department of Justice; Department of 
Local Government and Public Health; Department of Education; 
Department of Agriculture; Department of Industry; Department 
of Lands; Department of Posts and Telegraph; Department of 
Defense; and Department of External Affairs . The functions 
·!} ansergh Page 203 . 
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of these Departments are f irly well indicated by their names 
and their duties are ell defined so that there is little 
overlapping of authority. 
The Judicial functions of the Government are in 
many ways similar to the Judici 1 system of the United Sta tes . 
The Courts of first instance are the District Courts and the 
Cir cuit Courts . Civil cases may be appealed from the Circuit 
Court to the High Court to be tried on both law and fact . 
Criminal cases are appealed to the Court of Cr~inal ppeal . 
The High Courts have original jurisdiction in matters relating 
to the Constitution. ppellate cases fro the High Court to 
the Supreme Court may be limited to questions of law . There 
is no limitation on the matter of deciding the validity of 
legislation , 
The judges of the courts are nominated by the Exec -
utive . The Supreme Court and the High Court justices hold 
office for lif or for good behavior . The justices of the 
District Court retire at the age of sixty- tive; the Circuit 
Court at the age of seventy; and the High and the Supreme 
Court at the age of seventy- two . The justices of the lowest 
courts must have at least six years • experience as barrister 
or solicitor or have served as a judge under the D 11 system 
of Courts, The other judges must possess relatively higher 
qualifications . 
ppeal was permissabl e to the Privy Council but was 
found to be of little practical value . 
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Local Government offers no conflict of authority 
since it falls under the authority of the Minister of Local 
Government and Public Health. Local Councils administer to 
twenty-seven administrative counties and four county bor-
oughs. 
The Constitution had intended that the party pol-
itics play no oart in Ireland, but there has grown up a 
powerful system. in the Dail. 
In 1923 the Government of the Free State agreed to 
collect and remit annuities arising from the Irish Land Acts . 
The Government also undertook the payment of damages for 
malicious action since the first Dail in 1919 . These agree-
ments are mentioned here because of their future importance. 
3. Government in Business 
The activity of the Free State in business can be 
seen from a study of some of the cts passed during the tLme 
of its existence . Some four hundred and thirty-six Acts ere 
passed between 1 22 and 1931 . There seems to be almost no 
field in which the Government has not taken some interest 
ranging from the actual ownership and operation, as in the 
case of the Shannon Hydro-electric system through the Elec-
tricity Supply Board, through the subsidation of the Beet 
Sugar Industry , to the establishment of credit agencies to 
finance the purcbaoe of land and needed equipment. \ '1 th a 
little reflection on the matter it will easily be agreed that 
this as the necessary and only course open to them. The 
state was not industrially established . There were a rew small 
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industries but these were not operated in an efficient manner. 
The people were in most eases unable to finance their own 
needs. Others, in the face of previous industrial hardships, 
lacked the courage. Still others had money invested outside 
the country and ere un illing to risk it at home. The 
confidence seemed to lie chiefly in the hearts of those 1ho 
had worked to bring the Free State into existence, During , 
I 
all this time, which included the period of a world-wide de• 
pression, it is remarkable that the credit of the Irish Free 
State was unchallenged and it is a tribute in itself to the 
rulers and the people. A simple enumeration of some of the 
Acts passed during the time may show the extent to hich the 
Government went in establishing, promoting and regulating 
business. Among these are the Land Acts of 1923 which com• 
plated the land purchase, made an attempt to relieve con-
gestion, reclaimed untenanted land, etc. These works ere to 
be financed by State funds and repaid in annuities , The Live 
. 
Stock Breeding Acts of 1925 required a license for the keep-
ing of boars and bulls. In some instances the breed of 
anim 1 was designated. The Act as an attempt to improve the 
breed o£ live stock. The Agricultural Credit ct of 1927 
f 
made f'unds available to co ... operative societies of agricul-
tural producers. series of lc"'inance Acts levied duties on 
imports. The Control of Imports Acts o:f 1934 and 1937 set 
quotas on imports and granted licenses to import speci:fic 
articles which were otherwise prohibited. The Control of 
Prices Act of 1932 established a commission of five members 
to investigate charges of unfair prices . The Road Transport 
cts required the licensing of vehicles and regulated rates 
for ·passenge:rs and luggage . The Dairy Produce Act of 1931 
required the keeping of records of all bUtter made and sold . 
The Railway Act of 1924 nationalized the railroads of the 
Irish Free State and the Great Southwestern came into exist-
ence on January 1 , 1925 . The improvements which the School 
Attendance Act of 1926 made in compelling the attendance at 
school of children between the ages of six and sixteen should 
benefit industry . By an 1:ct of 1927 the Electricity Supply 
Board was to run the Government- owned electric power plants . 
The Conditions of ployment Act of 1936 was extended to al-
most all industries . This act gov~rned the hours of work , 
set minimum wages , provided for ths use of protective devices 
on dangerous machinery , etc . This list comes nowhere near ex-
hausting the legislation of the Government and is meant only 
to give some idea of the interest of the Government in 
busine s . 
4 • . Economic War with Great Britain 
When the Fianna Fail Party came into ascendancy in 
1932 they immediately set about obtaining those measures for 
which they had held out at the tLme of the Settlement in 1921 
and for which they refused to take their seats in the Da.il 
until 1927. The method rhich they now used was legislation 
by that same body ~hich they so long refused to join in sea-
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sion. They withheld the Land Annuity payments to Great 
Britain hich they held to be illegal . This led directly to 
the Economic ''•ar, for Great Britain retaliated 1th a tariff 
on Irish live stock in July ot' 1932 . The Irish Free State 
passed the Emergency Imposition or Duties Act. of 1932 and 
began to use the annuity money tor the purpose of bounty . To 
make up for the los s of the British m rket they began drive 
for the encour gernent of industry and diversified agriculture. 
Social services and publie arks which had been discontinued 
in the interest of economy ere pushed again . The Government 
imed at efficient and economical operation by supervision 
and control . Some relief came as a result of the Coal- Cattle 
Pae t ·Of 1935 . Unques t1onably, the Br1 tish market vras keenly 
missed by the Irish producer . 
5. New Constitution of Eire 
The ne Constitution was proclaimed on December 29 , 
1937 , and Eire took the pl·ee of the Irish Free State . The 
Constitution speaks in Article II of "the national territory 
consists of the ~hole 1slund of Ireland , its islands and the 
territorial seas . "·* Article III reads "pending the re-
integration of the national territocy . "* The Constitution is 
not completely republican. The President is to be elected 
for seven years , with the right o£ reelection once , The lim-
itutions on the power of the President are clearly defined . 
The Prime Minister must be appointed upon nomination by the 
-!} ~conomist 12 .. 25-27, Pages 626- 627. 
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I II. ECO W ,uc GEOGRAPHY OF EI E·:: 
t. Location 
Eire lies between 51° 30' and 55° 30' north latitude 
and bot eon 5° 30' and 10° 30' west longitude. It lies ith 
the other British isles near the center of the greatest lnnd 
mass of the world, in the path of the great routes, trade and 
others, of the north Atlantic and stands as the estern sen-
tinel of Europe. It lies ith the other British isles off 
tho ~es t coast of burope . In relation to the United Kingdom, 
it stands est-northwest, sep r ted by the North Channel , the 
Irish Sea , and the Saint Georget Channel. At one point it 
is only a distance of about thirteen miles from England. To 
the west of Eire , at a distance of only two thousand miles, 
is the great continent of North America . It is the nearest 
point of contact between hurope and America . 
B. Size 
1 . Actual 
The total area of Eire is 27 , 137 square miles or 
17,367,581 acres. Of this area 26 ,601 quar miles is land 
and smaller aters and the rest, 536 square miles is composed 
or larger lakes' rivers and tideways . ·::.~· 
~~ The general sources for this section are the Irish Free 
State orfieinl Handbook; Commercial Geography of 
Ireland by Arthur 'illiamson; Bulletin No . 62 of th 
Trade Promotion Series by t he United States Department 
of Co1~~erce; nd the Statistical Abstract of the Irish 
Free State~ 1937. 
~~je- Statistical bstract - Page 2 
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2 . Relative 
Eire is about t o and one~h lf times the size of Bel-
gium, over twice the size of Holland , and one and 
times the size of S itzerland or Denmark . * or 
nehrer to home , it is about the size of the state of 
c. Cllmate 
1 ,. Winds 
ine . -r.·-rz. 
The prevailing inds blow from the southwest over the 
aters of the stlantic. cyclonic disturbances are caused by 
the conflict of these winds and those from the polar regions 
.from the northeast . 
2 . Rainfall 
The inds from the west bring with them moisture from 
the Atlantic and cause constant soft rains , The average rain-
fall .for the region is about .forty inches, varying from some 
sixty inches on the west coast to less than thirty inches on 
the east coast near Dublin . Throughout the year there is a 
general distribution of rain- In spite of the latitude in 
which the country lies , there is little precipitation in the 
form of sno • The relative humidity in many places is over 
80~ · *** 
3 . Temperature 
The mean temperature is about 50° . The average during 
* Irish Free State Handbook -Chapter I ~ Page 18 . 
** Ireland Beautiful by Wallace Nutting - Page 21. 
-;HH} Ulliamson 1 s Commercial Geography o.f Ireland - Page '72 
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the ~inter months is about 40° and in summer about 60°. The 
extremes in temperatures are about 87° and 27°. This warmth 
in the inter and moderation in the summer is due to the 
prevalence of' winds .from the ocean as is the r ainfa ll. •rhe 
tro together favor vegetation. 
4. Seasons 
The fairly equal distribution of both heat ' and rain 
sives Ireland moder ate summers and inters . If there be a dry 
season, this is the fall of the year or late September and 
october . In spite of this general moistness and winds, the 
weather is seldom too wet .for outdoor activity. 
D. Topography 
1 . General Elevation 
The average elevation of the island is about three 
hundred .feet . The principal elevations are on or near the 
coast . This gives the country the general appearance of a 
1 rge b sin or bowl with the flat plain in the central portion . 
The coast is rimmed by a series of ranges and mountains, 
broken here and there by inlets and bays and on the east coast 
by an extension of the Great Plain to the •1ater 1 s edge . The 
high cliffs , rising from the sea , add to the beauty and the 
picturesqueness of the land . The hi~~est pe k in Ireland is 
earn Tual, rising 3 , 414 feet above the sea. 
2 . . sins 
The Great Plain of Ireland extends from Limerick to 
the northeast corner of Clew Bay, across to Dundalk as a north-
ern boundary and from Limerick to Dublin for• a southern limit . 
•..LVJ.-
No point of this plain rises over 500 feet. In the north, 
the b sins of the Foyle and the Bann lie partially in Eire. 
3. Coastal Indentations 
The eastern coast has fe er harbors than any other 
part of the island. The bays are generally broad and shallo • 
making necessary the artificial construction of harbors. The 
est coast is cut by a series of narrow inlets with tro noted 
bays , Galway Bay and Clew Bay. On the south the best harbors 
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No point of this plain rises over 500 feet . In the north, 
the b sins of the Foyl e and the Bann lie partially 1n Eire. 
3 . Coastal Indent tiona 
The eastern coast has fe er harbors than any other 
part or the island . The bays nre generally broad and shallow, 
making neceas ry the artificial con truction of harbors . The 
est coast is cut by a series of narrow inlets ith t o noted 
bays , Gal ay Bay and Cle Bay. On the south the be t harbors 
are found in the submerged estuaries of rivera . The best or 
these is Cork. There is no point in tho country more than 
fifty miles r~om the coast . * 
4 . Dra inage 
Numerous rivers drain the island . However , some of 
these are sluggish and cause the formation of bog land and 
numerous lakes along their slow moving course . The greatest 
river in Eire is the Shannon, hich is also the long st river 
1n the British Isles . Other rivers include the Boyne and 
Liffey flo ing east to the Irish Sea, and the Slaney, Barro , 
Nore and Suir flo ing south to St . George ' s Channel . The 
Blackwater , Lee and Bandon flow east through Cork to the sea . 
The beautiful and famous Lakes of Killarney are drained to the 
sea by the small Laune River . The Shannon River flo s over a 
distance of 225 miles and has a basin of 7 , 000 square ~les . 
The Boyle and the Suck are the principal tributaries of the 
Shannon . The drainage of the land has been improved by the 
'illiamson Page 46. 
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Government by artificial means , in particular in the develop-
ment of the bog areas.* 
E. Soil 
The soil of the hole central plain is almost entirely 
limestone. The other parts of the land are made up or rocks 
(slate, shale, granite , etc.). The soil, with the moisture, 
makes a fine pasture land. The use of fertilizer for the 
preservation of the land has increased tremendously since the 
formation of the Department of Agriculture. Peat bogs cover 
about one- seventh of the area of Ireland. 
F. Transportat1on~H., 
1 . Railways 
In the year 1936 , there were about 2 , 53? miles of 
railway operating entirely in the country . Of this , 2 , 076 
miles are operated by one company, the Great Southwestern . 
T is unification of the railway under the Railway Ac t of 1924 
is an ~provement in service for passengers and freight. All 
1 nes branch from Dublin and serve a1most every portion of 
the country. The lines have been constructed to follo the 
general level of the land and the possibility of traffic . 
Delay is sometimes met in shuttl.ing back and forth and 1n the 
prominence of the single track. Direct and through traffic 
might be speeded up . Maximwn and minimum rates are set unde 
the Transport Acts . 
* Irish Trade Journal, Sept . 1937, Page 147. 
*·: The f'igures used here have been taken from the Statistical 
bstract of the Irish Free State , 1937. 
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2. Tramways and Light Railways 
In 1936 sixty miles or tramways and light rail o.ys 
ere in oper tion. The greatest of these operated bet een 
Dublin and its suburbs, affording a cheap means of trans-
portation for the people . These companies carried 8? , 378 , 496 
passengers over 8 , 816 1 496 miles . 
3 . Roads 
The tot 1 road mileage in 1936 was 41 , 640 miles, of 
hich 9 , 751 ere main roads and 37, 135 were county rods. The 
general condition or the roads might be considered good and 
they are not generally crowded. Plenty of good material for 
the construction of roads is available in Eire . ith the 
gro th of the cement industry, even better roads may be con-
structed for speed and trunk lines . 
4 . otor Transportation 
The receipts in 1936 :from motor license duty 
amounted to •1 , 025 , 429 . There we~e among the licensed vehicles 
40 , 840 private cars , 4 , 043 public cars with a capacity o:f less 
than six seats , 909 public omnibuses ith more than six seats , 
and 9 , 310 commercial goods vehicles . The omnibuses served a 
total of 29 , 165 internal passengers over 92 , 195 miles :for 
~1 , 221 , 458. No figures are available on the amount of business 
done by trucking companies. .. any omnibuses are now run in 
connection with the operation or the railways . 
5 . Canals 
great system of canals and inland ater aya as 
establiShed in Ireland , consisting of a total of 650 miles.* 
.,._ From Bulletin No . 62 of the Trade Promotion Series of the 
u. s . Department of Commerce , Page 51 . 
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The principal traffic routes are the Grand Canal 
and the Royal Canal . These carried a total tonnage of 197 , 447 
tons in 1936 . For the most part , the canals duplicate the 
service or the railways and for a long time their function as 
freight carriers was hindered by the control of canals by 
railNays. With the thorough system of waterw ys already 
constructed, there seems to be no reason why it cannot be put 
to use for the transportation of heavy goods or materials for 
hich speed is not essential . 
6 . Shipping 
The coast of Ireland is well indented and there are 
some good harbors . Fair facili t ies have been provided for the 
handling of shipments at Dubli n and Cork . Shipping is chiefly 
between Ireland and England and seems destined to continue 
thus because of the necessity of ships leaving in ballast. 
The smaller boat travel and passenger traffic from Ireland to 
the mainland of Europe could possibly be increased . In gen-
eral the harbors and bays on t he east coast are too shallo 
for vessels of large tonnage . There seems to be adequate 
passenger and freight service b t een Ireland and the other 
British Isles . The total value of external trade of the Irish 
Free State in 1936 amounted to b62 , 416 , 565 as compared with 
•101 , 721 , 354 in 1930 . 
7 . Postal Service 
The country is adequately supplied with external 
postal service through the agreements between its own Postal 
Department and those of other countries . The Postal Depart-
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ment h d operated at profit for the six years ending ~ 
1 36 , the 1 st y ar ho ing by far the great est profit . 
There ere 11 ,724 people employed by the Department in 1936 . 
The D partment handles large savings funds and takes care of 
the sale of all typ s of stamps , including He lth and Un-
employment Stamps . 
8. Telephone and Telegraph 
There ere 21 ,731 single lines of telegraph wires 
in Ireland in 1936 . The use of the telegraph was not exten-
siv and this service s oper ted at a loss . One reason for 
the lack of use is , no doubt, the centering of industry in 
one general section, noth r is the preponderance of people 
eng ged in agriculture , and still third is the nearness to 
England . 
The numbe~ of tel phone c lls made during the year 
1936 as approximately 28 , 856 , 000 . The people ere serviced 
locally by 110, 641 miles of orking wire . There ere 16 , 231 
miles of trunk line . The n~ber of exchange3 as 767 nd the 
number of subscribers as increasing . Th charge for a thre 
minute call to London in 1928 tas 7s . 9d ~ * There ere 146 
miles of cross - channel subm rine cable in 1 36 and the rate 
for a c 11 had prob bly been reduced prior to this timo . In 
1936 there ere 36 , 0 3 telephones . 
9 . ir ays 
he Air avigation and Transport ct of 1936 pro-
vides in Part VIII for the formation of a national co pany to 
Trad Proeotion Series , Bulletin No . 62 , P ge 53 . 
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be formed by the St te through subsidy and thus set up a 
monopoly in public ir transport.* There as proposal to 
est blish in Ireland n irport to be the first stop for all 
east-bound traffic to the United Kingdo from across the 
tlantic. The establishment of an irport 1n County Cl re 
to be lmovm. s the Shannon Airport w s being considered.-·~::-
G. Natur.al Resources 
1. Land 
The land is the greatest re ource of ~ire . It is 
a fertile soil, ell adapted for pasture and tillage. Areas 
which ere considered astc lands c n and are being reclaimed 
tor productive use. The drainage of such land will make a 
larger agricultur 1 output possi le. 
2. ines 
The greatest mineral product of the island is peat . 
The supply of this is estimated to be about four billion tons 
hich about equal two and one-half billion tons of coal.·'-~·""'· 
This is a recurring resource. 
be economically possible this 
land. 
If the use of peat is shown to 
ill prove to be a boon to the 
The amount of coal found in Ireland up to this time 
if of little or no importance sine it cannot be orked 
economically. 
* Iri h Trade Journal, arch 1937, P ge 7. 
;:-·:- Irish Tr de Journal, June 1937, Page 89 • 
. :· :-* Trade romotion Series, Bulletin No . 62, Page 6 . 
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The amounts of copper , lead , zinc, and iron £otUtd 
r too sm 11 to be of gre t consequenc • 
Gl ss s ds , ce ent making materials , marbles, 
granites , slates , ston s, and clays are orth development for 
homo lndustr1 s and probable s 11 export . 
3 . For sts 
Th n tural v get tion of Ireland h s been subjected 
to all typos of buse . The Government has in ugur ted pro-
gr of reforestation hich may in time parti lly restore 
som of th oods to Ireland . There has been some pl ting 
of fir, pine , spruce, and larch. Eighty- four per cent of the 
ood as priv tely owned in 1926 . * 
4 . Fisheries 
The stock of fish in the Irish aters has been 
indicated by th continu 1 pr sence of foreign fishermen. The 
fish 1n the internal stre s are chiefly salmon and trout . 
5 . Po or 
The lack of coal has long been noted in Ireland but 
it is near tho co 1 supply of the United Kingdom. The cost 
of importation under norm l conditions should not be prohibi-
tive . Th pot ntial power of the peat upply und r more 
economical burning methods h s been entioned . 
In spit of the general sluggishness of many of the 
tre s , the possibility of the utilization of ter for the 
producing of electricity has been shown in the Shannon scheme 
and the present development of the Liffey . The potenti lity 
* Trade Promotion Series , Bulletin _o . 62 , Page 8 . 
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of this source of po er distributed by the State at a lo 
cost and still at a profit gives a rosy hue to the po e1• 
proble which h s o long bothered Irish industry. 
6 . Scenic Be uty 
The beauties of this land h v been sung too often 
to require repitition here . The 1 kes and cliffs , the castle 
ruin and archaeological possibilities, or rather actualitie , 
re all a sourc of economic inco e to the country . 
H . Trade 
1 . arkets 
Eire ' s problem is not so much here sh shall 
as here she shall sell . Her chief market for agricultural 
products h s always beon and ill continue to be England . 
consequently , most of her imports ill come from England . 
There may be a smaller m rket in other countries of E ope 
for Irish food products , but f or further markets she ill be 
dependent on the development of some specialty . 
2. ports~ 
Besides the decline in exports due to the orld- ide 
depre sion of recent year , Ireland sUffered loss in her ex-
port market because of her Economic ar with Great Britain. 
In 1930 the v lue of her domestic exports wa 43 , 76'7 , 584. 
By 1 34 they ere only 17 , 5'73 , 692 . After this y ar there as 
some increase and the l test figures the author has are for 
the year 1936 . The exports for this year were orth 1 , 969 , 330. 
Figures on trade , both import and export are from Trade and 
Shipping St tistics , 1 36 . 
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Th v lues of commodities making up this list are: liv 
anim ls , 8 , 952 , 5~0; food , drink and tobacco , -10 , 477 , 884; 
other r m terials and m nuf ctured goods , 2 , 308 , 853; and 
par el p? t, 30 , 053 . Of the exports during this year 
7 , 893 , 238 ent to Gre t Britain; 2 , 210 , 832 to northern 
Ireland; and th rem ining 1 , 865 , 260 to other countries . 
The most 1 portant of thea other countries 
the United St tea of Ameri ca , and Belgium. 
3 . Import 
re Germany , 
That the Economic nr did not havo so great an 
eff ct on Irel and ' s ~ports cun be seen in the import figures 
for the sam years . In 1930 the imports of foreign goods to 
Ireland 1 6,776 , 215 , and for 1934 the figure as 
, 121 , 720 . The 11ocation of xport s as commodities and 
countries ill be mado from th 1936 import of 
Using the same gener 1 classifications of goods th t as used 
for exports , the imported product ere: live animals , 
L 45 , 084; food , drink and tob ceo, 10, 615 , 395; other r 
materials and manuf ctured goods , ~8 , 295 .739; and parcel post , 
~56, 342 . The c~xntries from hich th se goods ere shipped 
• directly to Ireland ranked in order of i portance ere: Gre t 
Britain , 26 , 649 , 406; th United States of eric , 1 , 849 1 736; 
Northern Ireland, 1 , 588 1 464; ustralia , 1 , 402 , 203 ; Nether-
lands , 1 , 315, 411; Germany, 1 1 305 1 400; Canad , 1 , 149 , 486; 
and other countries , , 652 , 454 . If the count ry of origin of 
good were used , the imports from Great Brit in ould deere se 
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s, 45 , 187 and those from orthern Ireland ould drop 
1 , 039 , 415 . There would be only fe other co~~tries ho e 
figures ould b lowered . The greatest increases using thi 
method ould b British Indi , , 241 , 871 , and the United 
States of Americ , 1 , 230 , 555 . These figures ill indicate 
the truth of the claim th t Great Britain and Irieh trade mar-
ket are almo t synonymous t rm • 
I. Credit and Finance 
1. Pri v te Financing 
In the face of huge gov rnm ntal financing programs 
11ttl is heard of fin ncing by private companies or in ivid-
ual • Banking return sho advances to others than tho Gov-
ernm nt within the Irish Free St t of about 4,ooo ,ooo. 
oat of ~he rest of their resources are ti d up in investment 
in the Gover ents of other countrie , the figure given tor 
this item in 1936 being 74 , 600 , 000.·,:. 
2 . Public Financing 
• Receipts and Expenditures 
The chief incom of the Irish Fre State in 1936 
was fro custom and excises , incom and prooerty tax , and 
other items yielding a total of about 0 , 500 , 000 . other 
amount of bout i2 , 000 , 000 was r ised by borro 1ng, and 
small amount through the rep yment of o.dv noes. 
The expenditures of ft33 , 000,000 ent princip lly for 
supply services . The cost of servicing the bt amowted to 
* Statistical Abatr ct of the Irish Free State , 1937. 
2,'-00,000. Th uupply ervi en include everything fro 
u sid tion to old ag pension • her ho.s bet>n con t t 
incre se in thi wmount since 1928. 
Public financing chiefly by bonds t ro.t of' 
31;.% to 510 
193 as 
0.3 tho cth d Uwed 
9,426 1 000, of hich 
b . True tion 
The pu lie debt on arch 31 , 
, 493 , 000 s funded • .;~ .. 
ost of th taxe of th Irish Free Stat arc or 
the in · r ct typ • Custom nd exci e duti s a1·e th gr test 
contributors . Of the dir ct typ we h ve the taxes on prop. 
rty and incom , stwmp taxus , do th duties , corporation and 
exc ss profits t es . 
~. Banking o.nd Credit 
The banks h ve been strong and conserv tive during 
the p riod beginning ith the dawn of the t entieth century 
at least . There are in the country nine joint stock banks 
nd one chartered bank. Of the tot 1 s eta of these banks 
(amounting to 1 6 , 500 , 000 in 1936) over a period of at le st 
four ye rs , the ratio of thos h ld or invested abroad to 
those in the Irish Fr e ut te as 2 to 1 . These bruli{S , then , 
have tend d to invest the fund of the Irish in foreign gov-
rnment nd ent rprise r ther than in hom usages . 
In view o what has just b on seen regurding the 
policy of Free State Bank 1 it 111 not b surprising to note 
the xt nt to hich the Irish Go er cnt h s given credit . 
~ Governm nts & unicipalities , oody , 1939 , Page 7070 . 
The reno other u,encios 1hore sutfici~nt confidence and 
cept t ose for ed r- d operated by Governm ut 
subsl.dy . 
Th I ish k r t ha e n fix d at frequent 
1 t rv ls ~inc 1922, t h last r corded being set on June 30 , 
1932, t 3%.: 
J . Population 
1 . Sta tis tics -:~~1' 
In the year 1841 the popul tion of the territory 
no covered by ir ns 6 1 528 , 799 . Since that time census 
nteady decline . In 1936 the censu~ re-figures have shown 
turns listed only 2 , 965 , 854 . Forty- t o and three-tenths per 
c nt or th popul tion lived in towns and villages . During 
the period from 1861 to 1926 , 2 , 331 1 347 emigrant left the 
shores of Ireland . The ten-year period from 1926 to 1936 
aho s further decrease. Ho ever, ye ly st tistic of em-
igrants d grants sho that each year from 1931 to 1936, 
inclusive , tho number of emigrants as sm ller th that or 
i~grants . Th tot 1 of e eh for the period is iven as 
6 1 502 emigrants and 15 1 006 1m igrants • . ~ · ·.;:. This influx of 
people to Ireland should be i t the country 1nce they bring 
ith th m nc 1 ideas and , usually , ne e pi tal. any o:f 
these immigrants are bet een the p~oductive ages of t1enty-
This is the lut st ch ·nge given in the St tistical 
Abstract of 1937. 
~~ ~i urea from the t~tistic 1 bstract of 1937 . 
, . ·.~~ h s figure tor 1931 to 1 36 i elude only thos ho 
crume from or left for an area outside Europe and the 
editerr nean. 
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rive nd forty-four. The classific tion •over forty-four' 
ye rs must lao includ many people ho are c p blc of ork-
ing. ch might be ccompli hed by th se people if they de-
vote t~e and eff ort to the production of we lth. 
2 . Ch racter of the People 
The friendly spirit of the Irish people cannot but 
impress the visitor to th ir t ir land. Their natur 1 it and 
humor, even in ordinary conversation , places them among the 
orld•s gr atest story t llers . This friendly and neighborly 
spirit must serve them well in the co-operative effort they 
must m ke to market their goods . en man , in the face of 
almost certain defeat , refuses to surrend r he is sometime 
called stubborn; but , it , because of thi un illingness to 
give in, he turns th t defc t into gloriou victory the orld 
acclaims him a man of spirit , a man ith a fighting heart . 
The history of the Irish people has been full of these •certain 
defeats• and each t~e they rose ag in stronger than befor • 
The spirit of freedom and love of independence has been 
strengthened in them bee use they w re so often deprived of 
the • In some reap cts, a better judgment of the people can 
be made from the success or f ilure of their emigr nts . Th 
Irish cmigr nt h s proved himself to be energ tic nd amb1-
tiou , to be able and illing to ork hen given an incentive. 
Th y have shown the ability to adapt themselves to changes or 
even to institute changes . This is one fault that mi ht be 
charged again t those in Ireland . Too many of them see to 
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be satisfied with too little . Perhaps this is a blessing in 
disguis , for here is one country here the love of God still 
surpasses the love of money . 
;;. Educ tion 
Educ tion , hich for so long as denied to most of 
the people, is no compulsory under the School ttendance ct 
of 1926. This better educ tion ill develop a higher standard 
of living , increase the demand for goods , and the rise in 
productive po er is cert in . Trad and voc tion 1 education 
are av ilabl • Higher learning is h ving its reward in Civil 
s rvice . The gricultur and other departments ar dis-
tributing information on better and more scientific method 
ot production . Experiments are being conducted to find more 
and better uses for the limited resources of the island . 
K. Governm ntal Factors 
1 . Type 
The division of the Government of the Free State 
into the three branche , the Executive , th Legislative, and 
the Judicial , h s already been een. The ne Constitution of 
Eire has not changed this to very gr t extent . Under the 
ne constitution the Pre ident and the Prime inister became 
two different officers . The po rs of the President were 1~­
ited and defined , and th Prime inister actually became th 
ruler of the St tets destiny, The surrender of function and 
power by the Dail to the inistry has been seen as h s the 
fact that the Departments of the Government are tremendously 
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po erful nd influential organs in the life of Eire . The 
number and names of these Departments have been given else-
here. ~· 
2. Leader 
The new President of Eire , Douglas Hyde , is well 
known for his activity in the formation of the Gallic League, 
a n tionalistic organization of the late nineteenth nd early 
t entieth centuries . 
_The Prime Minister , the man to whom Eire owes its 
present position, needs no introduction as the foreign ruler 
of the land. No greater leader has been found during the 
present era than Eamon De Valera . This mnn has placed his 
country before his politics and before his per onal gain . 
!eating defeat in his a1ms , but not surrendering , he retired 
to ga ther his forces and take up , again, the battle for the 
principles hich he insisted upon as right . Sticking to his 
task ith all the fight , but not fury, of one ho is sure of 
his position, he made them listen to him. Those ho consid-
ered him as another interval in the Irish strugele have 
turned to admiration of the unusual patriotism of this ~ld­
mannered nd very ordinary ppearing gentleman. 
3 . General Attitude 
a . Government Operation of Business 
When it was fotmd expedient to establish and op-
erate businesses which seemed beyond the powers of private 
* Discussion of the Government of Irish Free State supra. 
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enterpri , the Gov rnm nt took up the task and proved that 
this could be done at a pro£1t nd £or the benefit of the 
people. This us true in the ca e of the Shannon Hydro-
electric Plant hich the Government operates through th 
El ectricity Supply Board. So successful has the exper1m nt 
been that nother river is no being harnessed to provid 
po er . en the much needed credit for industry, for sri-
cultural improvem nt , and for 1 nd purchase and housing could 
not be obtained fro pr1v te enterprise , th Government 
organized credit gencies and entered the loan bus1ne s. 
These things ere done through nec.essity. 
b . Government P tron g 
~en the ne industries of the Irish tion could 
not ithstand the competition 1n free market ith the 
produc o£ older st blished industry , the Government, by 
bounty and ub 1dy , by quot and duty, encour ged the home 
industry. amples of this are found in the beet aug in-
dustry nd the gro th of tob ceo and flax . 
c . Regulation 
There is no country in the orld 1n hich industry 
is more regul t d . ages and hour , conditions of health and 
safety for orkers , maximum and minimum r tea for purchase 
and sale, quot and bounty , orkers• compensation and insur-
ance , etc . are under strict government supervision. The oat 
advunc d code in the world is found here . The po er to re-
quire the keeping of records and of examining them is vested 
in the inisters . 
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4. Trade Agreement ~ith Gr at Brit in 
Negotiations for a treaty ith Great Brit in er 
b gun by Eire on January 12 , 1938 . The questions to be dis -
cussed ere the land annuities , the derense of Irel d , and 
th Ulst r problem. 
The feeling o£ th p ople in Britain is prob bly 
ell expressed in the follo ing quot tion from the conomist 
hen it seemed that the negotiations ould fail . nit is 
difficult to void reflection th t if • Ch berlin could 
spare for Ireland a little or the optimistic zeal th t he has 
lent to the chanc of settlement ith Italy he might be 
re arded ith far gr ater r turn in strategic and economic 
advuntages, and in friendship that ould tand the test of 
time . "'* 
The gr ement which as r1nally signed on pr11 25 , 
1938, through the efforts of the PrLme inist r, De V lera , 
ems to b of such importance to the future of ire th t it 
is here quoted in swmnary from the Economist • .:-.:· 
II glo- Irish 
Defense 
"The Government or the United Kingdom agre to trwn fer to 
the Government of ~ire not 1 ter than 12- 21- 38 the dmiralty 
property and rights at Berehaven nd th h rbor defences at 
Berehuven , uecnstown and ough S illy . 
Fin ncial Agreement 
1 . nThe Gover nt of 'ire agree to y to the Government of 
the United Kingdom on or b fore 11- 30-38 10 million sterling 
~ Economist, 3-5- 38 , Page 4 2 . 
~=-:· Economist, 4-30- 38 , Pages 226- 227 . 
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in rinal settlement of all financial claims except a) liabil-
ity incurred in respect of agency services or intergovernment-
al services; b) payment by the Government o£ Eire o£ 50 , 000 
per year for damages to property under the greement of 1925* 
and c) any payments in respect of unredeemed bank notes, 
fithdrawals or United Kingdom silver coin from Eire Trusting 
Savings Banks and doubl taxation . (Arts . 1 , 2 , 3) 
2 . 11Ther Government of the United Kingdom undertt:~.ke to abolish 
customs dues imposed on goods from ~ire under the Irish Free 
State (L)pecial Duties) ct o£ 1932 and the Government of' Eire 
to abolish dutieo on United Kingdom goods known as Customs 
(Emergency) Duties . (Tariff list ref . nos . 280 , 281 & '288. 
Art . 3 & 4) 
Trade Agreement 
nArticle 1: Goods grown , produced or manufactured in Eire now 
liable to duty only under the Import Duties ct , 1932 or Sec-
tion 1 of the Otta a groement Act of 1932 shall enter the 
United Kingdom free of duty. 
11 Art1cle 2: inimum preferences set out in Schedule 1 re 
guaranteed by the United Kingdom Government to the produce and 
manufactures of Eire enumerated in that Schedule {including 
butter , cheese , eggs in shell , condensed ~lk, cream, live 
poultry and game, dead guinea fowl and g me birds) . 
"Article 3: The Government of Eire declare their readiness 
to co- operute in the United Kingdom Government ' s policy of 
orderly marketing of agricultural produce (including fish and 
* Payment to run for sixty ye rs from pril 1 , 1926 . 
Statistical Abstract , 1937 . 
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£1shery produce) . The United Kingdom Government will not 
regul te the quantity of ~ports from re on agricultural 
products unless necessary and , if necessHry, only with re-
gard to Eire's p st position in the trade or to any special 
conditions effecting Eire's exports to the United Kinedom. 
"Article 4: The Government of Eire will consult ith the 
United Kingdom Governm nt to control egg and poultry exports 
to the United Kingdom. If such imports from Eire endanger the 
stability of the United Kingdom egg and poultry market , the 
United K111gdom Government ill have the po er , after consulta-
tion# to roeulate those imports quuntitively or to impose 
such duties as may be necessary. 
11 rticle 5: The Government of Eire undertake to admit free 
of duty a) United Kingdom goods enumerated in Schedule 2, 
Part I not liable now to duties other than Customs (Emergency) 
Duties (T riff ref . nos . 280 , 281, 288) or quantitative regu-
lation and b) United Kingdom goods of the classes or kinds set 
out in Schedule 2, Part II. (The goods cited in this part af 
the schedule include a wide range of iron and steel manu£ac-
tu es, other metal manufactures, tools, hard~are , m chinery 
and chemicals.) 
"Article 6: · The Government of ~ire undert ke to reduce the 
min1Mxm charge of custom's duty from the 2s . 6d. to ls ., to re-
peal the Stamp Duty iA respect of customs entries for ited 
Kingdo goods not charged w1th austoms duty; to abolish the 
Post Office delivery charge of 6d . per parcel for United 
Kingdom goods not liable to duty; to reduce the Pack ge Duty 
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on United Kingdom goods to not more than ld. per pound or 
per pint; and to remove P ckage Duty from goods imported for 
personal use and gifts imported for use or enjoyment of the 
consignee . 
"Article 7: Nhere licenses are issued to admit dutiable 
goods into Eire free of duty or at a reduced duty, United 
Kingdom goods sh 11 be free and. normally, goods from non-
Empire countries shall be liable to n ten per cent ad valorem 
duty (or specific equivalent)~ 
11 rticle 8: The Government of Eire to review existing pro-
tective duties and other important restrictions and replace 
them ' ith duties calculated to afford United Kin dom produces 
full opportunity of reasonable competition and to give ade• 
quate protection to ~ire industries. 
ticle 9: The Government of Eire underte.ke to admit f'ree 
of' duty United Kingdom goods set out in Schedule IV (includ-
ing pigs, b con and hams, fish, seed oats, wheat, grain , 
malting barley, feeding stuf'fs, fruits, trees and flol'ers) 
but the United Kingdom recognize their right, after consulta-
tion, to regulate the imports of certain agricultural prod-
ucts quantitative restriction or even by agreed rates of duty. 
"Article 10: The duties charged on United Kinedom f500dS 
enumerated in Schedule V, Parts ! and II (including jams-
biscuits , confectionery, linen goods , shirts, various wearing 
apparel , blankets, paper bags, boxes, st tionery, oolen 
tissues, boots and shoes, soap and c · dles) imported into 
Eire, shall not exceed the rates set out unless control ot 
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such imports by quantitative restriction is abolished. If 
any such imports should increase , because of these reductions , 
·SO as to endanger the production of such goods in Eire , 
quantitative restrictions may bo imposed after consultation 
between the t~o Governments. 
" rticle 11: The Government of Eire undertake a} not to re ... 
duce existing preferences of United Kingdom goods; b) not to 
charge non-Empire goods of the kind set out in Schedule 'I 
(including silk and artificial silk, 1oven piece-goods) at 
rates less than those specified; nd c) not to reduc tho 
difference bet een the full and the preferential rates, in 
the case of ne or adjusted duties to less than 1/3 of the 
rate of non-Empire goods or ten per cent ad valorem (or its 
equivalent) whichever is greater . 
"Article 12: The review o.f the duties under Article VIII will 
be held firot on the goods requested by the United Kingdom 
Government . 
" rticle 13: United Kingdom producers will be entitled to 
full hearing before the Prices Co~nis sion considering the re-
view of duties . 
"Article 14: The Government of either country may, after 
consultation, impose special duties or restrictions on goods 
~rom the other country ~hich are being imported and sold at 
less th.::m compar·ble home prices . 
"Article 15: The Government of Eire undertake to ithdra ex .. 
port bounties or subsidies on goods exported to the United 
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Kingdom, except where they are necessary to maintain econo~o 
production in Eire or the orderly marketing of agricultural 
products. 
"Article 16: The Government of Eire intend that United King-
dom coal, coke and manufactured fuel shall continue to be 
imported at not less than their proportion of total Eire 1m-
ports in 193?; and to undertake to abolish control by license 
o.f coal imports, and to admit United ingdom coal, coke and 
manufactured .fuel .free of duty, and to charge a duty of not 
less than 3s. per ton on coal, coke and manufactured fuel of 
other origin. 
"Article 17: The Government of Eire undertake that complete 
and substantially complete parts of motor vehicles, motor 
vehicle bodies or motor vehicle chassis ,J manu!' ctured in the 
"' United Kingdom sh 11 not be subject, on importation, to 
quantitative restrictions (not including completely assembled 
motor cars, motor cycles, chassis, bodies and shells, tyres 
and tubes and spark plugs, set out in chedule III). 
·"Article 18: Should either Government conclude that the 
objects o.f the greement are not being attained or that cir-
cumstances require its variation, the other Government will 
immediately consult with the rirst to find an quitable 
solution. 
11 A.rticle 19: The Agreement shall come into force on a date 
to be mutually agreed and shall remain in force for three years," 
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The only point of discussion 'IJ hich '1: as not settled 
by the greoment as that of th Ulster problem which is a 
point of int rnal discussion and hich has, because of it 
uncertainty, been entirely omitted from this paper . 
5 Social Legislation* 
a. Housing 
To improve the living conditions of the oeople a 
series of Housing cts were passed beginning in 1924 . The 
Acts intended to improve the quarters of the orking classes . 
The number of t1o , three , four and five room houses construe-
ted under a plan of State id between arch 31 , 1925 and 1936 
as 61,754 . Of this number, approxim tely sixty per cent ware 
built bet een 1932 and 1936 . The total amount of grants given 
by the State under the plan as , 373, 683; most of this 
amount going to private persons d public utility companies . 
In ddition to these grants loans er made during the years 
1929 to 1936 of p roximately 13, 500 , 000. Improvements 
ere also undert ken in sewerage and water supplying which 
ided in providing healthier living conditions, but these are 
the type of orks ~hich are expected of the Government and 
need no special comment . 
b . Unemployment 
Employment offices are conducted to help tho unem-
ployed in finding ork . system of Unemployment Insurance 
is conducted with contributions from the employers and their 
orkers and the State . The number of people thus insured 
'" The figures used through this cction lab led Soci 1 
Legislation have been taken from the St tistical Ab-
stract , 1937 . 
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during 1935· 1936 was 411,418, showing a steady increase 
since 1929. Live Register is kept of those people ho 
are unemployed and who register during each month or the 
year. The number varies gre tly with the se son being lo -
est during the s er months . The number is divided into 
those who are entitled to Unemployment Benefits , and those 
ho apply for Unemployment ssiatance; this latter subdivided 
into those with and without means of support . 
c. Health Insurance 
Under the N tional Health Insurance ct a form of 
insurance is operated under which contributors receive ben-
efits during sickness and disability. The contributions are 
made by employer and employee , i n terest on the investment of 
the £und and a State grant which covers the dministrative 
expenses , The number of persons so insured was 521 , 389 at 
the end of 1936 . The number t o whom assistance had been 
given during the year ·was 104, 242, The payments of benefits 
were 788 , 388 and the cost of administration was 186, 099 . 
The receipts ere 1 , 104, 614 . A Central Fund is set up for 
unclaimed benefits . 
d . Old ge arid Blind Pensions 
Old age and blind pensions are paid by the Exchequer 
from the regular revenue receipts . The amount of pension 
varies from ls . to lOs . The total numoer of people recei~ing 
pensions t the end of arch , 1936, as 135 1 884, a f irly 
steady figure for the past two years . Of that number 61 330 
were receiving assistance for blindness . The amount p id by 
the Exchequer ror the year ending arch 31 , 1936 was ~, 434 1 074 . 
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e . orkmen's Compensation 
Under the Workmen's Compensation, benefits are paid 
for death, and partial and total incapacity. The number of 
cases in industry and agriculture in 1935 was 8 1 362 , and the 
total amount paid was ~170 , 155 , giving an average compensation 
for each case of ~0/7s . 
f . Public Assistance 
Under the Poor Law comes the care of orphans ho are 
boarded out , the people to whom home assistance is given , the 
opera tion of county homes , hospitals and other similar in-
stitutions , and medical assistance given either at the home 
of the patient or at medic 1 dispensaries . The amount ex-
pended under the Poor Ln in 1935- 1936 was 1 1 993 , 170 . 
Care is also provided for the insane and mentally 
defective . 
L. Industry and Oecup tion 
1. Agrieulture·:r 
The total number of agricultural holdings on June 1, 
1936, was 375 , 764 . This was due to the splitting up of large 
estates into smaller by a series of Land Acts hich made it 
possible for the tenant to purchase his holding ith financi 1 
assistance from the State . Rents and arrearages ere reduced 
by the Government . There are few large holdings remaining in 
Ireland . The country seems to operate more economically and 
efficiently under a system of small holdings bee use of the 
characteristic of the people which makes them lovers of the 
land . Over 50% of the people are engaged in agriculture . 
-::- Figures from the Statistical bstro.ct of the Irish Free 
State , 1937 . 
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a . Crops 
The total acreage under crops has not changed 
appreciably since 1911 except for a brief interval during 
the war . The acreage under crops in 1936 was· 1 , 621 1 235 
acres. The total area under corn crops was 946 , 111 acres; 
oats, 558 , 889 acres; wheat , 254, 521 acres; barley, 130 , 098 
acres; and the remainder was planted with rye, beans, and 
peas. The growth in wheat from 20 , 848 acres in 1931 can be 
traced , possibly, to a series of Acts regulating the importa-
tion of foreign crops . The root ~d green crops occupied 
662 , 008 acres in 1936 . Po t atoes were planted in 334, 194 
acres; turnips in 149 , 750 acres; mangels 1n 85 , 534 acres; 
and sugar beet in 61 , 491 acres . The largest increase in 
this class was in the growth of sugar beets since the form-
ation of the Irish Sugar Company, Ltd . 
The acreage given to flax and fruit , about 13 , 000 
acres combined , is comparatively small . The land given to 
the production of hay was about 2 , 000 , 000 acres . Close to 
a,ooo ,ooo acres was devoted to pasture . Woods and plantations 
occupy less than 250 , 000 acres . 
b . Live Stock 
Live stock continues to be the greatest money crop 
in Ireland . This includes cattle , pigs , horses , poultry and 
live stock products . The greatest market for this product 
England . Steps have been and are still being taken to imp· 
the breed of live stock through the testing of cows , the 
licensing of bulls , the making available of stud animals 
J 
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inspection stations by the Department of Agriculture . The 
numbers of live stock have shown no great change over ten 
year period ending in 1936 . The figures for this year were: 
cattle , 4 1 014 , 035 head; sheep, 3 1 061 , 512; pigs , 1,016 , 512; 
horses and ponies , 423 , 529; asses, 158, 503; and goats, 
119 , 044 . An increasing income is derived from Irish poultry . 
The number of poultry in 1936 was 20 1 311 , 749 . This figure 
was totalled from approximately 161 000 , 000 ordinary fowl, 
over 1 , 700 , 000 ducks, over 1,000, 000 geese, and over 
1,100,000 turkeys . 
Efforts to improve agriculture and , thereby , the 
income of the country are being made by the Government and 
Co- operative Agricultural Agencies . The Agencies are estab-
lished for credit , productlon and distribution purposes . 
This has made possibl the purchase of better farm equipment. 
The Government has established funds for distribution of 
credit, experimental stations for the development of crops 
and methods , offers prizes and premiums for the improvement 
of breed . Courses are given in gricu1ture and allied sub-
jects in schools and colleges . Co- operative Creameries have 
been established for the inspection and distribution of dairy 
products . The £unds for the purchase and equipmen.t of cream-
eries were furnished by the Government . Through them most 
of the dairy products reach the market . The value of these 
industries to the country may be appreciated hen we realize 
the value of her exports in 1936 was approximately ~22 , 000 , 000, 
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and of this more than two- thirds was due to the export of 
live animals and food from animal sources (including fish) . ... 
2. ining 
ining is not of great importance due, chiefly, to 
the lack of mineral deposits. Investigation as to the advis-
ability of operating as made into the mineral deposits at 
Arigna and it was decided that any production on a larger 
scale than th t being carried on s not economical. 1:--:z. 
Experiments conducted in machine cutting of peat.x.~H:­
e.nd more efficient burning of the product of the bogs-.~····,!.~z. may 
increase the annual cutting or this fuel . 
Tho axtraction of cement ak1ng materi 1 ie bound 
to increase with the increase of this State~subsidized in-
dustry . 
Sl tes , building stones , marbles and clay are mined 
pro.fitably . 
3. Fisheries 
The Department of Lands and Fisheries was re-created 
in 1928 . co- operative society as formed to market the 
catch of the members of the society. Boats , nets , and equip-
ment were furnished , to be repaid through earnings . This 
society is financed by the State • ***~~ The principal inland 
1ater fish are sa~on and trout . The value of the sa1mon 
* 
Trade and Shipping Statistics , Irish Free State, 1936. 
~~~ Irish Trade Journal, arch 1937 , Page 69 . 
:'!..~'·il- Irish Trade Journal , Sept . 1937, Page 147 . 
..;= .. i~~~i;. Irish Trade Journal , June 1937 , Page 96 . 
~!·~4**--!~ Irish Free State Official Handbook , Page 129 . 
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caught in 1936 as gr ater than that of all the other fish 
combined . The St te no has control of tho salmon and is 
engaged in conservation and stocking ctivlty . 
4. Manuf' {...C turing 
There co.n be no question of the protection and n-
couragement given to Irish industry by the Government. It 
was necessary for the St te to supply the impetus if industry 
as to give any support to the agricultural activity of the 
country . It has often been maint ined that Ireland ould 
never be a manufacturing country and this contention as not 
to be disproved by th activity of the Government. The ~ 
of the Government o.s evidently not the est bli ent of 
highly capitalized and huge corporations to comp te ith the 
industry of tho e countries hich ere f better endo ed by 
nature . The total capit 1 of 2 , 498 registered Joint took 
companie in Ireland in 1 36 was 68 , 311, 470 1 or an v rage 
of about 7 , 000 per company . On B credit company with a nom-
in 1 capital of 5 , 000 , 000 is included in this total.* There 
is, however , no reason hy some small scale indu try tor which 
the country is suited should not be established, complementary 
to its agriculture . The industri s , which we shall see to be 
the principal ones of Ireland, m•e not inconsist nt with the 
conditions necessary for manuf ctur • 
The supply of powor which was so long detriment 
to Irish industry is now being supplied by the uhannon Hydro-
electric Plant owned by the Government and operated by the 
·.~ Statistical bstr ct, 1937, Page 178 . 
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Electricity Supply Board . Since the Plant was first operated 
there has been an increasing output each year and a decrease 
in the cost to the customers . The decrease in 1937 rates 
as .05d.; a drop from 1 . 74d . per unit to 1 . 69d. This can 
hardly be consid r costly. In addition to this Plant there 
is another under construction hich will serve a dual purpose 
of furnishing pover and improving the water supply of Dublin . 
This is the plant being constructed on the Liffey. 
In the Census of Industrial Production compiled by 
the Department of' Industry and Commerce a report of the a.ctiv-
ity of twenty- three industries is given. The list is not a 
complet on , but it does give an idea of the extent of in-
dustry in Ireland . For the entire list, using the year 1931 
as a base year and ratlng the others on this base , the Gross 
OUtput for 1935 was 139 . 6; the Net Output 123 . 9; the Total 
wages paid 136 . 6; Vol e of Production 140 . 2; and the ~~ices 
or the Goods J?roduced 102 . 2. This is a continued ris from 
the base year with the sole exception of 1932 hen the figures 
fell below the base year. In the year 1929 the price alone 
was higher than in 1935 . In these t wenty-three industries 
there were 60,024 age earners and 10 , 383 alaried workers 
in mid- October , 1935 . These industries were run by 1 , 723 
firms . Some idea of the small sc le of industry m y be ob-
tai ned from a consid ration of the size of the producing 
units . Of these firms the number employing under 10 was 653; 
from 10 to 19 • 328; from 20 to 49 - 399; from 50 to 99 - 177; 
from 100 to 249 - 118; from 250 to 499 - 34; .from 500 up ... 14 . 
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a. Bacon CUring Industry 
The figures in this industry are those only of 
bacon curing establishments and do not include any shop-
keepers. This business is concerned with the production of 
bacon, hams, gammons, and other pig products. The industry 
is ell suited to Ireland. The total value of the ork done 
as ~5,163,?41; the net proceeds were ~8?,226 after ages 
of 245,?64 had been paid. The number of workers in the in-
dustry in mid-October as 2 1 59? persons who worked for 36 
companies. There was little importation of the product and 
the value of the export reached almost 1 1 500,000 f.o.b. 
A continual growth since 1932 is shown.~~ 
b. Grain illing Industry 
The increase 1n this industry during the 1933-1935 
period is due partially to the Agricultural Produce Act of 
1933 hich prohibited the importation of heat flour except 
by license. Again in preparing the figures the small estab-
lishments have been omitted because of inaccuracies in re-
turns. The number of mills was 125, of hich 36 ere classes 
as flour mills. The milling was done on wheat, maize, oats, 
and barley. The gross v lue of the work done was b7,859,456. 
The amounts for the milling of oats and barley were insignif-
icant, since the wheat milling as worth b5,292,593 and the 
maize 2,211,430. The net output after the payment of wages 
was bl,ll3,115. The milling of wheat was still largely de-
* The figures taken for this industry and others are for 
the year 1935 unless otherwise stated, and are taken 
from the Census of Industrial Production. Wage figures 
do not include salaries. 
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pendent on foreign grown wheat for material hich, in part , 
is due to the preference of the people for the whiter flour 
obtained. The industry showed a continued increase since 
1932 . The number of workers in 1935 was 4 , 014 . 
c. Malting Industry* 
In the m lting industry as here considered all 
malting by breweries and distilleries is omitted . The value 
of the output of the 31 firms was ~74 , 396 , leaving a net of 
hl23 , 416 after paying wages of 68 1 170 . The number of work-
ers as 900. slight decline as in evidence in this in-
dustry each year since 1932 . 
d . Sugar, Sugar Confectionery and Jam-making Industries 
A great increase in the production of beet sugar 
took place in recent years and there is a possibility that the 
home market can be eventually supplied in this way . Bounties 
were offered for the growth of the green, and the sugar making 
industry was organized by the· Government . The value of the 
goods made in these industries was itl , 840 , 181 ith a net or 
b666 , 738 after the excise tax had been deducted . ages of 
b-402 1 793 were paid out and the number of people employed as 
4 , 528 in 71 firms . 
e. Aerated and 1neral Waters Industry 
A total of 90 firms engaged in quenching non-
alcoholic thirsts. They produced goods which had a selling 
value of ~221 934 and which left a net of itl67 , 937 with the 
wages of the help deducted. The number of people thus occupied 
was 1 1 130 . 
* The fiscal period in this industry ends on ugust 31. 
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f. Bre 1ng Industry 
All the good people of Ireland and other countries 
do not , it eems , depend on ter to slake their thirsts; 
for the 15 brewers of Ireland brewed to the octent of 
9,063,753, duty includod. About t o-thirds of this ~as ex-
ported, and imports, xclusive of duty, amounted to 168 , 058. 
Profits after p yment of wages as , 171,870. The workers 
counted 3 , 941. 
g. Distilling of Spirits Industry 
The value of the spirits manufactured in Ireland i .n 
1935 w s ~85,418. The duty col lected on homemade spirit 
during this year s 1 , 673,538. Four distilleries employed 
390 people. The companies paid w ges of ~43 , 725 and had a 
net output remaining of 148,549 -- a continuation of the 
recovery in the industry shown in 1934. 
h. Tob ceo Industry 
There were 16 firms in 1935 producing an increasing 
amount of tobacco valued tor sale at 5 , 973,721 . The 1m-
port tion of manuf~ctured tob ceo was rel tiv ly sm 11 . The 
n t output of the business when the wages had been paid a 
966,387; the wages amounting to ~10,085. The number of 
people employed was 2,278 . ost of the tobncco leaf for this 
manufacture is imported , lthough some encouragement is given 
to the planting of the ra material t home . The industry is 
a good provider of revenue for the Government , yielding 
4,035 , 433 in 1935. 
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i. Bricks, Glass and r. onument 1 Masonry Industries 
The figures here are contributed by 122 firms . They 
received for ork done ~19,086 and paid for ages 182,145 . 
There remained as net output ~139,114 . The number employed 
a 2,343. 
j. ood Furniture and Upholstery Industry 
The gross v lue of the industry to 153 concern was 
~694,557, including some repair work and such supplementary 
work as c•rpets nd draperies . ges of ~41 , 197 ere paid 
leaving net output of 160 , 862. The number of people in 
this type of work was 2 , 725 . 
k. Assembly , Construction and Repair of Vehicles 
There may be some discussion of the advis bility of 
any industry which tends to increase the ultimate cost to 
the consumer . This one seems to be of this type. It yields 
an income of 82 , 238 , 250 to 99 companies who pay out it375,591 
in ages and have a net output left of ih318 , 774. Some 3 1 286 
people work for these companies. -:;. 
1. etal Tr des (excluding Engineering) 
This trade engages the int rests of 3 , 907 orkers 
in 161 companies . The value of the work done and the goods 
made is ~1 , 314 , 426 . This figure is more than twice that or 
four ye rs previous . The ages amounted to 329 , 118 and the 
net output to 23 , 616. 
m. Engineering and Implements Trades 
The chief branches of these trades seem to be con-
cerned with agricultural and electrical work . These two are, 
The author does not know whether these figures include 
the Ford Plant at Cork . 
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perhaps, the most important to the future of Eire . The 
value of the goods and the work as 607,027 . The 1ages paid 
were 180,718 and the net output as 159,481. The workers 
number 2 1 282 . The industry shows an increase in v· lue of 
ork of almost t ice that of four years previous and a net 
output of about one and one-half tLmes that of 1932 . 
n. Linen , Cotton , Jute and Canvas Trades 
Returns have come from 43 firms showing a gross 
value of 54, 064 . These firms employ 2 , 771 people in reach-
ing this output. The ages paid amount to 141 , 783 and leave 
. a net output of 107,551. It is interesting to note that the 
largest single item in this group is the manuf cture of sacks 
and bags , and to compare the almost negligible output of 
linen 1th th t of Northern Ireland. However , these figures 
do r epresent a tremendous increase over those of four• years 
previous . 
o . Woolen and ~ orsted Industry (other than Hosiery 
und C rpets) 
In 1935, 38 business houses with 2 , 884 workers 9ro-
duced goods worth •959 , 860. oat of the ra wool u&ed w s 
home grown. net output was left, amounting to 03 , 391 , 
after paying wages of 204,856. The production increase in 
this industry makes one consider the possibilities of its 
expansion . 
p . Clothing Trades (Mbolesale Factories) 
(1). en's and Boys ' Readymade Suits, Ovorco ts , 
and Caps. 
This industry seems to thrive wherever peopl~ live 
1n community. The number of these factories in 1935 was 63 . 
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They hav given indication of progress under protection until 
in 1938 they ere ble to supply the entire home mark t . ~~ 
The gross output by 3 1 892 people {including outside p i ce 
orkers) w 1 , 043,125 . ter ages or 26,129 ere p id 
there remained a net output of b205,255 . 
(2). Shirtmaking , etc . 
Forty- thr e factories showed a slight increase over 
the revious t wo years in producing a valu of 18, 137. 
Vages ere paid from this , amount ing to Lll3 , 737, and left a 
r emainder of 61,425 a the net output . The number of orkers, 
including outside orkers , as 2 , 255 . The largest item wa 
print and zephyrs (including poplin). 
(3). iscellaneous Articles of ppar 1 {Including 
~omen's and Girls' Clothing) 
The numb r of f actories s 124 in 1935 . The gro s 
output of 1 , 057,235 i a lmost t o nd one-h lf t mes as 
great as that of 1 32 . net output remained after the pay-
ment of age of ~250,082. Th ge paid ere b214 , 696 . The 
numbe: · of orker~, including outside piece orkers , as 4 , 493 . 
q. Boot and Shoe Industry 
Th re were 33 shoe actoriea in 1935 turning out a 
gross of 1 , 297 ,726 , an incre se of bout three times the out-
put of f our years revious . 1t the same time the import tion 
-
of foreign-made sho fell off . ges amounting to 273 , 049 
left ~ net fo~ the business of 30,942. These fuctor1e 
hired 4 , 591 peopl to work for them. 
~ Irish Trade Journal , arch 1938 . 
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r. Hosiery Industry 
This industry lso makes small amounts of under ear 
and gloves. The number of people mployed in the 64 estab-
lishments was 4.722. They produced a890;324 worth of merchan-
dise which left a net output ror the business of 234,242 after 
paying wages of •182,487. This is still another industry 
which made great strides since 1932. 
s. Paper-making and anufactured Stationery Industry 
Here. again• the gro th in industry is noted when 
31 rirms had a tot 1 output of •543,505 as compared with 
a240,918 in 1932. The number of peopl~ employed was 1,784 
and after the wages of 127.758 had been p id there was left 
a net output of •132.482. 
t. Printing, Publishing. Bookbinding and Engraving 
Industries 
The largest single item in this industry is the 
printing of newspapero, about 50% of the whole. The output 
is fairly steady from year to year. During 1935, ork 
amounted to 82.216,105 in 167 shops. Figures for ne spaper 
advertising are here included. The industry employed 6•472 
people. The net output left, after payment of wages, amounted 
to ~957.560. The wages amounted to 721.896 compared with 
material charges of ~71,520. This is one industry whose 
output is bound to increase with a rising standard of living. 
The raw material for paper must be imported because of the 
asted forest lands. but this is not too great a cost and 
there may be some increase in the home supply when the program 
of reforestation shows results. 
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u . Soap and Candle Industry 
Tho 19 establisbm nts in oper tion in 1935 showed 
a gross output of 08,?04, the result of r ther steady 
rise sL~ce 1932 . ter tho paym nt of ges of 4,018, 
there as le£t a net output of 151,384. This industry 
provided gainful occup tion for 813 people. 
v . Fert111z r Industry 
Th output in t e fertilizing industry h s not 
shorn any pp eci bl chang s in the 1 st four years. The 
gross output in 1935 as ?9 , 631. or this amount there as 
left s net output before the oayment of wages 148 , 224. 
The only available figur s for 1ages and the number of orkers 
are combined with those for the Chemical , Drug , Paint and 
Polish I dustry. This is one industry for which there is a 
home mark t and should be permanent . Importation of some raw 
m terials is necessary for the variety of fertilizer essen-
tial for land restor tion and nourishment. 
w. Chemical, Drug, Paint and Polish Industry 
Re orts furnished in 1935 by the ?6 of these firms 
1n existence showed a value for goods m d at selling price 
of it?88 , 434. This figure s pproxim te1y two and t o- tenths 
times that of 1932, an increase due in part to the protection 
policy of the Government . The net output before wages were 
deducted as ~4? , 80?. In combin tion ith the Fertilizer 
Industry, this Industry employed 1 , 995 people, including out-
side pi ce workers . The wages paid by the combined industries 
as it161 , 940. 
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These are not the only industries of Eire , as h 
been said before , but they are a fair indication of industry 
s a whole. It is possible , too, that a good estimate o:f 
Irish industry might be gained from the study of Industrial 
Groups of the Census of 1926 , hich is the latest one avail• 
able . These fi~~es include only those ho ere actually 
employed in the particular i dustry ; ·:'· 
Industri 1 Groups 
griculture 
o . Employed No. pe~ 1000 
Fishing 
ining and Qu rying 
g . of food , drink and tobacco 
Textiles 
Clothing (incl . boots and shoes) 
Skins and le thor 
ood·orking, mfg . of furniture 
and fittings 
g . of metals , m chinery implements 
and jewelry 
Vehicles (incl . locomotives) 
Fertilizer, chemicals, paints , etc . 
Paper- making, mfg . of at tionery , 
printing and bookbinding 
· Building , decorating ; contracting 
and construction 
Bricks , pottery and glass 
Gas , electricity and water 
Other mfg . or ill-defined 
Transport tion and communication 
Commerce and fi ance 
Public administration and financ e 
Professions 
Personal ervice (incl . hotels and 
catering, but excl. Govt.) 
Entert inment and sport 
Other industry or industry not stated 
Total 
648 , 575 
5 , 533 
1 , 704 
32,369 
7,767 
28 , 021 
1 , 848 
14, 059 
12 , 242 
10 , 238 
2 , 432 
7 , 217 
36 , 456 
706 
2 , 462 
1 , 320 
38 , 890 
114, 237 
76 , 146 
38 , 923 
127 , 956 
4 , 786 
9 , 127 
1 , 223 , 014 
530 . 3 
4 . 5 
1 . 4 
26 . 5 
6 . 3 
22 . 9 
1 . 5 
11 . 5 
10 . 0 
8 . 4 
2 . 0 
5 . 9 
29 . 8 
0 . 6 
2 . 0 
1.1 
31 . 8 
93 . 4 
62 . 3 
31 . 8 
104 . 6 
3 . 9 
9 . 5 
1000 . 0 
The Government assistance , r egulation and supervision of in-
dustry has 11 been considered previously. The Condition or 
Employment . cts are probably far beyond the orkers t code of 
~ Statistic 1 bstract for 1937. 
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any other country . The enforcement or industrial regulations 
is !thin the power and jurisdiction of the 1nister of In-
dustry and Commerce. 
5. Public Service 
Under this title may be grouped all the many 
occupations of Governmental ervice, the administration of 
each d part1nent and all the functions under it. During the 
yoa1 1935 there was an expenditure of ~1,550,2 8 by tho 
~chequer for all services from Education to Old Age Assist-
nnce. oney spent for other purposes iz not included in this 
figure . 
The extent of th ork of Public Utility Companies, 
such ae the Rail ays, Tramways and otor Omnibus Transportation, 
has been considered previously under Transportation und 
conmrunic tiona. 
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IV. POS IBILITIES FOR FUTURh D 'VhLOPMENT OF EIRE 
Once again may it be repeated that in the consideration 
of Eire those counties which have been known as Northern 
Ireland since the Separation have been omitted from this paper 
except in regurd to the histor7 of the country~ to the t1me of 
the Separation . Whether the whole of Ireland be again united 
is too problematic a question to include it as a part of the 
future of Eire . 
A. Abandonment of Ideas of Self-sufficiency 
There has been in the past few years a claim that an 
effort was being made by the Government of Ireland to make 
that country self- sufficient . This charge cannot be hurled 
at the present leaders , if the policies they have been adopt-
ing are studied . The principal event in the policy has been 
the negotiation of an greement with the United Kingdom where-
by trade relations between the two countries will be opened 
on an equit bl e and peaceful basis . According to the Econo-
mist, good effects from the treaty were felt in Eire as early 
as August, 1938 . * 
From a study of the typical industries 1n Part III it 
may be observed that most of these 
industries are not poorly 
adapted to the country. They have not tended 
to eliminate 
imports as can be seen in a study 
of the import and export 
statistics . The goods mich were 
being ~ported are still be-
ing ~ported in comparative or even greater amounts than 
Econo~st , 8 - 27 - 38, Page 411. 
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previously. The decreases have come in those industries for 
hich Eire itself is ad pted and hich are usually met by 
home production. fair , small sc le industry established 
and operated economically will aid the Irish people in reach-
ing a better country , but not a Utopia . 
B. Elimination of Industries Too Costly to Sustain 
It is poor economy to operate a business in the interest 
of the people of a country when that industry can only show a 
profit by raising the price to the consumer to such a level 
th t he cannot afford to use the article . Such policies may 
give employment to a fe but the final results are not the 
best . It is to be hoped that the vigilance of' the Department 
of Industry end Connnerce will not allow this condition to ex-
1st in Eire af'ter it has been recognized . 
c. Research and Improvement in Use of Natur 1 Resources 
1. Land 
a . Crops 
It is quite possible for the Irish to turn their 
efforts to the production of crops hich they heretofore have 
not produced or which they have not produced in any large 
quantity . The home market for such crops could be developed 
and the health of the people might be improved by a little 
variety in diet . The nearby market of the industrial Europe 
could , in nor al times , afford such cash crops. A larger 
production of fruits, e.g ., berries, would not cause the 
pocketbook of the farmer to be greatly deflated. Some of the 
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crops, such as flax and wheat, hich are not so well suited 
to the island could be replaced y these more favorable ones . 
The income ould be increased and the danger from famine 
would decrease. The co-operative marketing of these produces 
ould not make extensive holdings of land necessary. 
b. Live Stock 
The Government has already taken steps in the 
right direction in its attempts to ~prove the breeding of 
all the live stock in Eire . The English market is again open 
to them and their supply is plenty, so that there is no 
reason hy it c nnot be held in preference to the poorer 
products coming from the far away lands of South America, 
ustralia , and e Zealand. The industry can be made more 
efficient and thus reduce the price and probably increase the 
return . 
c. Dairy and creamery Products 
There is no reason why the market of England must 
be supplied by the importation of these types of food from 
Denmark. The produce of th island cross the channel i 
a fine and should be available t a lower rate . The quality 
of the goods is guar nteed by inspection of the Co-operative 
societies for marketing hich are operated by the Government 
under strict supervision. 
2. Power 
The development of the Shannon, of the Liffey now 
in progress , and other proposed plants assure an adequate 
supply of electrical po er . This is a cheap source which is 
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available to both industry and the home . There is 
electrif'ic tion of the Rail ays. '';. 
proposed 
The co 1 of England is near t hand d should be 
available ag in at a price which i not xorbitant . 
The research to ard finding n economical way of 
burning peat has not been given up . If this should be success-
ful it ould be of £ur ther benefit . 
D. Further Development of Bxport Trade or Products for hich 
the Country Is Beet Adapted 
Thi problem as far as it concerns agricultur 1 products 
has besn t ken care of under Secticn C of this part. Thi 
tr de , it as seen , must be chiefly ith Great Britain. In 
r turn for this she h s the product of the British industry , 
particularly the heavy industries . 
To g in other m rkets Eire must d pend on the development 
of some specialty crop or manuf cture. The development of' 
such specialty must come as the product of priv te initiative 
and effort. It calls for the ability to ad pt on 's seLf to 
the limitation of his resources. 
E. dvertisement of Recreational Facilities 
few dollars spent in the advertisement of the 
advantages of one ' s homeland often pay dividends greatly 1n 
excess of the original outlay. Ireland has her natural 
beauties , her historic ruins, her legendary castle h lls, her 
-:~ commercial Intelligence Journ 1 , 5· 21- 38, Pages 806-809. 
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archaeological interests and her moderate climate and peace-
ful life to entice the visitor to stay just hile longer . 
F . Promotion of Friendly Relationship with England 
It is hardly necessary to stress the reliance of Irish 
economic life on the market of Gre t Britain at this late 
date. Ho ever, let it not be felt that this is a one-sided 
dependence; for the friendship of Ireland, particularly dur-
ing the threats to huropean countries at the present time , 
most certainly removes one cause for unrest in the hearts of 
the people of the United Kingdom. The position of Eire ould 
cert inly not handicap any enemy of Britain's ho might gain 
possession of it , especially on friendly terms. The food 
supply thus afforded to England by Eire ould be ruther 
difficult to cut off . So may the friendship of both countries 
be cemented 1n this common and mutual dependence . 
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V. CO CLUSION 
An issue of the Economist has summed up the situation 
of Eire in this way: 
Objectives: To reduce emigr tion, a cure for unemployment, 
and to raise the standard of living of the poorer classes, 
both urban and rural, are the aims of Ireland. She must 
raise the national income and this involves the expansion of 
profitable production and export. 
Problems: Ireland must find a ay to increase the output 
of agriculture and lower to a minimum figure the cost of 
articles for which there is an export demand. . The export mar-
ket is Great Britain where there is a stationary population 
and a rising standard of living. The indications are a 
dearer variety of live stock and live stock products. This 
is Ireland's advantage . 
There is also the technical problem of keeping 
the tarmer abreast with modern technical development in the 
production of live stock products . There is the problem of 
winter feeding and research into the utilization of the nat-
ural product grass.* 
Since Eire has done much along these suggested 
there is not unfounded hope for a happier lines already, 
peop~e ~ a fr e land with a ealth of moderation . 
* 
Economist, 7-9-38 , Page 66. 
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